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nationality (or; ,?oup of nationalities). . A related
question was dealt with il1 the July issue' of the
&Jpplorent ;. in such articles as "Should the RevoluInthiS issue of the W<Rers' Advocate SUpplement ; 'tionary Party of. the Working Class Be Divided on the
~asis of NationaIi.ty?"
ntlnue the coverage' of the material from the
,
Seco
National Conference of the MLP of Fall, 1984.
-----------------------------------------This
nference was held under the slogans "Deeper
This'speech concerns the question of nationality
am0f:the masseS - Build the Marxist-Leninist Parorganization.
ty!"
"Carry forward the struggle against racism
The formation ofnationaIity organization,' 'of
and national oppression -- Work for proletarian.
org~ization composed. solely of people from an opleade ship!" The Conference discussed the methods
pressed nationality, is a -reoccurring, phenomenon in
of w~rkneeded to implement the revolutiolJary line
U.S. history., Numbers .of the organizations which We
. of t~ Party in the preSentconditioris of the capi-.
'are diSCUSSing in the course of this' conference have
talist offensive and the temporary ebb in the mass
movement. . And 'it alSo helped deepen -the line of our' . been nationality organizations including such allblack grQuPS as Garvey's United Negro Improvement
Party on one partiCular, but quite' important, front
Association (l:JNIA), or in the '60's the Black Pan'. of the revolutionary mass move~ent, namely, the
struggle against racism and' national ' oppression.
' , ther Party (BPP) , and the League of Revolutionary
Black Workers (LRBW), or more recently, the Caribbean
, The resolutions of the conference were' published,
Progr~ve Study Group (CPSG).
/
.in the December 1, 1984 issue of the Workers'AdvoNationality org~nizations have at t~mes' played
cate. ' A number of speeches 'have been published in
the Workers' Advocate SuwIement. These . include the . important roles;' in the struggle against national
oppression., Some, like the League, have aloo pll;lyed '
following:'
.'
•
a role in the workers'- movement. In the late 1960's
such organizations occupied key places in the black
"Carry forward the struggle against racism and
national oppression -- Work for prol'etarianleader-,' liberation movement and to some extent in the workship" -in the Jan •. \985 'issue.,
' ,
~(]O~17
''On the League' of Revolutionary, Black Worl<ers"
also in th~ Jan. 1985 issue.
"On the Struggle Against National Oppression at
=======~======~===d=~=
IN THIS ISSUE
Roswell Park Hospital in Buffalo" in ,the March 1985
issue.
===~==~=========~=====
't>n the Black Panther Party". rart one appeared ,
.a.p Quakes Before the Hammer am SickIe. •• ; •••••••• 2
in ,the· June 1985 issue.
'Dn the Black National Question and the Right of
Letter on the Struggle in Texas ~ ...........3
~tion Taxicab" in' Cbicago: ,
Self-Determination" in the Oct 1985 issue.
''On the' History -of the CPUSA and, the CIon the
Anotbec Uttrage Against the ImmJgrants. ••••••• ~ ..4
Black National -Question in the U.S." in the Nov.
-Left-wing" Apologists for, l"'8rrakhan................ 5
~ ,Solidarity foc the Pratt and Whitney
.
1985 issue.
Strike! •••.• •r. _ •••••••••••••••• 111 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • :.9
ReVisionists Laud ImperIalist Foreign Policy
,
B,elow we qrrry the speech from. the, conference
that dealt with the question of the Marxist-Leninist
of th.e' AFI..-CIO •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 11
stand towards "nationality organiz'ation", that is,
Refer-eore Material on the F~ of the
organizations made up exclusively of people of one
National' ~ and F1le Against ~ •••• 13
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at the. Seoond National Confeteoce
of' ,the Marxist-Leoinist Party'•. USA
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A LIQUIDATOR QUAKES BEfORE THE' HAMMER AND SICKLE
The S<H!alled "Communist ,Labor Party" is a pro,Soviet, Iiquidationist group.
It presents its reformist \ine of bowing down to the capitalists as
"communism"., For years it tried:to cover up its
reformism by having the hammer and sickle on th~ .
masthead of its paper, ,the ''People's Tribune".
..
But the hammer and sickle proved more pow¢rful
than the CLP reckoned. The CLf', presum,ably as its
new year's resolution' for 1986, began the year by
dropping the' hammer and sickle from its' masthead.
Quaking in the face of the Re~anite 'offensive, the
CLP apparently felt a cOlltradlCtionbetween ~ the'
hammer and sickle, and its reformist path, and the
CLP didn't hesitate a moment. A big empty spaCe
appeared in the CLP masthead.
This showed that the hammer and sickle emblem '
is only a 'temporary visitor to' the pro-Soviet revisionists.
Although the Russian revisionists themselves may, still display this symbol;- in an effort
. to fool the Russian working peale into thinking that
the Gorbachev, BrehzneVs and Andropovs are followers
,of' Lenin, there is good, reas~m why the
revolutionary"
anti-revisionist
comJ:Ilunists will
never abandon this symbol. The days will come when
the Russian workers will rise up again. under this
symbol in order to carry ou~ a new socialist revolution.,
,
•
'
I

I

A ~munist" Press ~t is Scared of, Communism
\

Meanwhile the, Jan., 13th issue of ''People's Tri-
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'bune" carried an article "expJaining" its abandon. ment of the hanner and sickle under the title "New
tiJ:nes, ,'new social battles' demand revolutionary newspaper." The hammer and sickle may_ go, but CLP's
phrasemongering remains. ,According to the article,
'the present times "demands a communist press for the
masses", and presumably the' one thing a "communist
press" shouldn't have is the communist emblem.
Indeed, the .eLI? presented its stand as the implementation of the call' of the Comintern. It wrote:
"We are not' stepping away from our revolutionary
duty - we are implementing the battle cry of the
'Comintern: 'The mass struggle, the clt:}ss struggle
is the Alpha arid Omega of all our work'"
Imagine
that! The CLP is cli"opping the' communist emblem in
order to follow the' inspiration of the Communist
'International.
Can greater hypocrisy be, ~ound?
But for CLP, this is old hat. , they have always
,held, that "communism" is for window-dressing, while
the real work among the masses is ~mething else.
In 1978, for example, 'CLP's leader Nelson Peery
pontificated that the ,work among the masses means
"oniy••• the struggle for reforms".
Thus, according
, to him" the CLP; "solely 'in order to achieve the
revolution, you understand, ' must' $andbn anything
9ut reformism.' He ,summed this up ill his typieal
style by' saying that "No 'revolutionary", party has
ever led a revolution.." ,(See, his "Closing Remarks"
in CLP's theoretical journal· Proletariat; vol .. ' 4,
'#3, Fall, 197-8,- ,mfslabelled as' vol. 4 #2 ori, ·the
cover. This is also cited in ,the -MLP pamphlet"'rhe
Struggle lor the Party Versus Chinese ReViSionism";,
p. 18)'
'
We presume that Nelson Peery would update his
epigram tooay to' read: !'No' 'communis~' party haS
,.
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ever dared. display, the hammer and ,sickle~" . But· for
that it has trlumphed' yet agai!1 over another grQUP
us, we are even more proud to. uSe this emblem seeing . Qf refQrmists.
<>
=========~===~===============================p=====================~=======~~

LETTER FROM TEXAS ON THE STRUGGLE IN THE PRISONS
We condemn the barbaric treatment af prisoners by
the capitalist jailers.
The capitalist palice and
jails nat anly mistreat the yet uncansciaus sectian
of the working masses who. faU into social crime
thraugh hopelessness and despair, but also. try to
intimidate and ruin the Ii.ves af activists, . immigrants, revalutionaries, strikers and protesters
I af all types and in general to. break. the .fighting
, spirit "Of the masses •.. One af the carnerstones af .
the present Reaganlteaffensive against the .warking
massesJis tut,ning the whale country into. ane big
network af jails and palice, infarmers and secret
, agents.
. .
Despite all the hypocritical words af the baurgeoisie about how ,it has failed to. find' a 'Yliy to.
"rehabilitate" the pr.isoners, the fact is that rehabilitatian . was never the gaal of the prisan system. Its" purpoSe .was and remains repression.
. The letter below ·concerns the attemptsafthe
notarious ,Texas Jail ,system tb ,eliminate correspand-'
'ence betweeri prisoners. Ipregard' to correspandence
to. ,prisoners fram the oo.tside, the Workers' Advocate
can testify to the barriers placed by the prisan
authorities. " There is· everything fra~ arbitrary'
regulations. ,which pro.vid~· innumerable ,oppartunities
to confIscate letters, far the sin, say, af having
the wrang farm, of return address to., the' innocent
shrug "We have no record of having interfered" with
that publication or letter. Yet correspondence is
particularly' important for prisoners, both to pro- .
vide them . with .information about what' is 'happening .
in the ,world and to provide a certain' check on the
prison, authorities through the .possibility' of· publicizing abuses inside the prison system.
, The following letter· was received from a prisoner
Texas prison system':
"
in the . notorious'
'
,
--------~--------------~------------------

necember24, '1985
Dear . Staff '(The Workers" Advocate):.
Fraternal Revolutionary Greetings!
My Comrade' (fellow captive) [name omitted] pro. vicled.' you with information as to the "archaic prison
conditions and-,current fascist oppression being
lashed out on· politically-conscious prisoner-leaders·
.
in Texas prisons..,
The situation is not reflected truthfully in the
bourgeois' press; there' are no outSide, functional,
advocates to' voice our views - and' the prison a9minis'tration' aims all its "security" interest' in
obstructing our growth as a. sector of class-conscious ' prIsoners.
They. fear the prisoners becoming
class-conscious! Especially now, tlIey'fear a rise

in class-consciousness which would bring'. together
different' nationalities and cultures to combat (one)
oppressor. What is' intensifying the situation is a'
prison administration who fumbled· their false proPaganda as to a prison crisis they manufactured surrounding "prison gangs". TpC [Texas Department of
'. Corrections] tried ta" pse the, gang violence to mis- '
lead the- public as to the' real prison problems,
mainly a corrupted prison administration. '
For many years Texas prisons have' been IsOlated
off as to any prisoner-voice escaph'lg its confines
amid the deaths, murders and assassinations of a lot
of good fighting captives.
.
At this very moment we are waging ,a confined
battle (but one nevertheless) ·of class-conscious
prisoners vs •. prisan sUppression; with the intense
levels of confusion 'and anarchy in our midst.
That's whyprisdners kill one another, because the
system stil~ keeps us divided. yet, as never before,. the defense groups are spreading, ,have acquired non-profit status,' are spreading literature
-- but most importantly - we are networking Via
. correspondence effectively.
.
And, thew.hole state prison oligarchy is out to
suppress completely our rights to.. freedom· of expression by denying us [the right] to Correspond to. one
another. They claim under pretense that inmate-t<r,
inmate corresponden<;le is used by inmates (37tOOO~
plus) to recruit gang members and commUnicate. gang
activities -- and they. claim that the rise in gangs
is, a "phenomenon", 'an9 took them by. sUrprise. Pure
lies!
.
,
Of cour~, those, of us . who have been fortUnate to
learn the fundamentals of 'Marxism-Leninism, and Our
continuing study af same, along with The .WorkerS'
Advocate, are able to maintain a united force of
'prison jailhouSe lawyers, prison committee members,'
political activists, .and a lot of the 5~OOO who were
'forcibly locked-down (segregated); and, spread a
rough but yet form of class solidarity crossing the
racial barriers even ~ the' racism continues 'to take
its toll!
. ,
..
The prisoners' struggle as maintained' by these
. class-conscious prisoners, most of which have spent
over 5 years in prisons, needs to be assisted from
the outside.
.
.
There' needs' to ,be a genuine exchange of informa-ti9n and correspondence; and stories written of the
current events of prison struggle. ,I realize it'shard for the Party and intellectual comrades to
'concentrate on our sector· - but I .would apply· our .
comrade Lenin's approach, as he so eloquently put
it:
"Yoti must not sink to the lev~i of the
..,
masses, to the level of. the backwald strata

I

I
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of the class. That is incontestable. You
must tell them the bitter truth. ••• But ,at
the same t1rne you must soberly follow the
actual state of. class consciousness and
preparedness of' the whole class' (not only of
its Communist vanguard), of all the toiling
·masses (not only of their advanced elements)." (V.I. Lenin '''Left-wIng' COmmunism,
An Infantile Disorder [Section VII])
60 Minutes is going to do a story on t·he' prison
gangs. I have oontacted them,. as has [name omitted}
~- and we are providing them with numerous facts,
dates, etc., to show how' the prison administration
tried to mislead them by _providing them with "well
60, Mindocumented" lies,perjured testimony, etc.
utes had made contact with tis -- and now that
they're open In our info and opinion we're going to
emphasize how TDC wants to particularly suppress
freedom of expression because of TOC.· prisoners who
are Marxist-Leninist or revolutionary inclined.
.
Comrades, we feel' like the comrades who had to
.work underground, under Tsarist censorship!
That's
why we .have the reform vehicle(s) -- yet this is
part of the education process - we push, to bring a
genuine class awareness and oonsciousness.,
If anything, you must be informed that we are
raising class consciousness - and believe the class
captive population in this state needs more proletarian advocacy, so as to give' inspiration to the
prisoners who struggle, " wallow, labor 37,000' strong--'
in these pig's sties! Neo-slave pl1:\ntations!

In . closing' I want . to include some m'aterial to
shed a bit more light on our ~urrent struggle. Of
course, this prisoner' class struggle exists in most
all states .:.- as rebellious tendencies become revolutionary thought and actions, in 1986!
En Lucha [In Struggle],

[Name omitted]
Huntsviile, Texas

I

[The . appended material supplioo' information ooncerning the scandalous behavior of the TDC officials. There were, for ,examaple, bourgeois press
clippings concerning the brutality of the "elite TOC
guard corps"' 'called· the "Special Operations Response
\ Team". At one point in Nov. 1984, even the bourgeois courts feigned disgust and forced 9,000 TOC
guards and other employes to sign a court order
prohibi.ting them from, interfering with an investigation' of the prison system'.
There was also a d.ocument that is part of the
court case against the' TDC'~ prohlbition of inmateto-inmate correspondence. This OOcument came with
25 signatures, with name and prisoner number. These
were simply the supporters of the document from' one
prison unit, withtlhis legal motion in circulation
among various units. Among other things, the docu~
ment pointed out that the court, while allowing TOC
officials to, give testimony, had usually refused
this right to the / prisoners.]
<>
'.

=======================================:================'=========="==========='==
"OperatlonTaxicab"
In
Chicago:
ANOTHER OUTRAGE AGAINST THE IMMIGRANT WORKERS,
Last month, 40 federal agents ·of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service (INS) unleashed wha,t' they
called "Operation Taxicab". against Chicago's cab
drivers. On December 17, there were mass sweeps at
O'Hare Airport and other major tax stands. 29 drivers were dragged from their cabs and put under
arrest. Those arrested came from 22 coulltries,
mainly Nigeria and Pakistan. Eighty of those arrested. are in the process of being deported for
being "undocumented" workers.
The INS -

Diehard Racists

The INS officials. have tried to cODk 'up a big
fuss against the foreign-born cab drivers.
They
talk about the need to rid Ch~cago of what they
describe as the "serious menace" of' immigrant caJr
bies. Distr.ict DireCtor of·the INS, A. D. Moyer,
justified the gestapo-like roundups by marging that
the immigrant drivers '"are raising havoc with the
city" and that "they are a nuisance. They are
abusing passengers, taking them to the wronglocations and overcharging them.
And they are taking
jobs away from American citizens and legal foreign
'residents •."

But Moyer.'scharges are lies and ,racist rot from
top to bottom.'
'
Except for the fact that some rh,ay ha11 from
different lands than immigrant drivers that have
gone before them, Chicago cab drivers remain what
they have always been. Whether citizen or "undocumented", they are hardworking and underpaid. And
in the capitalist preSs there have been acc6unts of
other drivers coming to ,the defense of the arrested
immigrants, with one worJcer saying that they are
"~lly poor people and they work hard."
As for the claim that the immigrant drivers "are
taking away jobs", Moyer failed to mention ,that it
is the Capitalists who overwork millions of workers
while leaving other millions unemployed. Nor did
Moyer point out that INS terror against the immIgrants is designed to keep them disorganized, desperate and unable to resist the worst exploitation.
Indeed cab drivers in Chicago are paid so poorly
,that the cab companies are crying for help. Veteran
driYers .poitIt out that some days it is hard enough
'just to break even, after paying the' $66, per day
lease fee. No wonder the companies had' to run
advertising campaigns to recruit drivers.
The truth is th?t Moyer and the INS men are
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. racist tyrants.
They want to whip up race hatred
of the racist chief Moyer. . The MI.,P took
active
against ~ople with accents and dark skin. And th~.
part in· these protests, bringing out both the' crimes
racist. and reactionary immigrati.on laws in this , of the INS and the dirty role played by the \Yashlngcountry give the government free rein' to treat the
ton administration. tn the wake of the public outso-called "serious menace" of foreign-born workers
cry, . Washington had to cover his tracks and he
with the police state methods of mass arrests, jail-:produced his executive order.
ings and deportations.
Mass Support. for the ImmJgr:ants
May<r . Washington's Hypoaisy .
. Similar measures denying the INS the use of city
As part of his anti-immigrant. hysteria, Moyer is
agencies have been adopted in several cities across
fuming against Mayor Harold WashingtOn and his exethe c01!ntry, including New York and Los Angeles.
cutive order denying the INS use . of city records and
This provides 'a barometer of the strong sentiment
agencies to track down undocumented workers.
But
among' ~e masses in defense of ,imIl!-igrants and CenHarold Washington is hardly the great defender of
tral American refugees. But, as "Operation Taxicab"
immigrant workers that Moyer's fuming might lead one
shows, these measures in themselves are at most only
to believe.
an inconvenience to the INS in its attacks on the
LaSt February, there was a similar INS roundup of
immigrants. '
90 cab drivers.
At that time it was also revealed
The real defense· of the immigrant workers lies in
that the city government had 'provided records to
the united strength .of the working people of allhelp the INS vultures track down their., prey.
This
nationa'lities, native-born, "legal" and "undocumentprovoked. outrage in the MexicancompnmJ-ty and among
ed". It lies in m ass action against INS raids and
the working people. Meetmgs and marches were ordepprtations and for full rights for' ail workers in
ganized, . including one which protested at the home·
'<>
this country.-
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-LEFT-WING- APOLOGISTS FOR FARRAKHAN
The hyPocritical campaign against Louis Farrakhan.
continues among the' politicians and in the medial of
the. capitalist rulers.
They an~building up tliis
minister of the Nation of Islam' (NOl) as a most
dangerous character - as a man to ,be ostracized and
isolated because of his threatening, message of race
hatred and anti-semitism.
,But since when did these samE:l, , mayqr.$, anq news- '
paper editors become so concerned about racist messages?, President Re~gan' s religious advisor, Jerry
Falwell, .. haS. recently launched a n.ationwide fundraising ,and public .r~lations, effort on behalf of
wl:iite.. ,-supremacist slavery in South Africa. ,And ,the
Presid~thimself has given: his blessing to white
!3upremacist academies, in this country. But there
are 00 comparable cr:ies on, the' editorial pages that
these. chieftains of church and state be branded as
Afdangerous racists and' driven from public' . life.
terall, these are the type fascistic and racist·
. messages one expects from the top 'spokesmen of the
capitalist" class, a class which is rl,lcist and ,bigot-,
. ed to, the core.
'.
. .No, the hypocritf,cal cries against Farrakhan have
nothing to do with oppos~ng raCism.' On the' contrary.. The ruling white bourgeoisie has fO,und in
Farrakhan a ureful prop for .. their own racist stand..
. Their media builds him up as a fiery militant and
champion of the black people. , At the same time,
.they. tear him down as a· manipulating race baiter.
,In this way; , the bourgeoisie wants to discredit.
every sign of militancy among the black people,
every s~.rious struggle ,for black liberation, as an

expression of rac1sm 'inside:-out.
The hysteria against Farrakhan demands a two,sided response from the class conscious workers and
anti-racist activists.
On the one side, t9,expose the filthy hypocrisy
of this hysteria on the part of the white racist
capitalist politicians and press for what it is.
And, on, the other side, to tell the masses the
truth. about what Farrakhan stands for.' To explain
that,. ~ despite all ,the attention he is gett~ng these
days from. the bourgeois media, he is trying to pass
I off on the blac~ people the same dead-end trap
of
black capitalism and capitulation to racism that the
,lea'ders of the NOI has .been, selling for the last
half century. '
100 tiquidatm'S S~ Farrakban's Praise

Nevertheless, in the camp of the liquidators;
those reformist would-be "Marxists", the hysteria
.against Farrakhah has caused, a good deal of trauma.
Under the conditions of the reactionary offensive
and the ebb in the mass struggles, the pro-Soviet,
Trotskyite, Maoist, and other opportunist groups
have liquidated, any' pretense of an independent, class
stand.' They are cowering under the skirts of the
Democratic Party politicians and the trade union
And" in the black people's movement,
bureaucrats.
,they l:Iave liJ;led up behind the reformist voices,of
the. black bourgeoisie~· Their lack of revolutionary'
footing has left them at the mercy of every bOur- .
geois breeze. It . was not surprising then that when .

I

,.
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the reformist Jesse Jackson welcomed Farrakhan, into
The WWP However Goes Down to the Wire
his Rainbow 'Coalition, the liquidators smiled on
with Farrakhan
Farrakban. And when the anti-.Farrakhan hysteria of
the capitalists was blo~ing full force' this fall,
But.' there is one group of liquidators, however,'
the reformists were tossed around on this issue like
that has been totally shameless in its- continuing
support 'for'"Farrakh~m.
the autumn leaves.
,
Free of the embarrassment'
'Just as the capitalists and their media machines
that has stung the other groups, the reformist Workpainted up Farrakhan as the militant black leader of
ers _World' Party has unflinchingly carried on with
the BO's, a number of these ~formist groups chimed
its hosannas for Farrakhan. WWP ~eftain Sam Marcy
'likens the NOr minister to ,"the voice of, the oppresin to say the same thing. The opportunist newspaper
The Guardian promoted Farrakhan's alleged "anti.;,
sed... sound[1nid, like
tocsin, ringing out for
freedom."
' "
'
racism" and "eloquent appeals for black empowerment". (See the Cktober 9 i$le.) The Maoists of
Below we willexamhte ju~ how Marcy builoo his
case for Farrakhan. We think this is worthwhile
the LRS declar~ that Farrakhan "should be ,considerbecause it sheds light on the approach of the liquied a part of the Black united front, insofar as h~
opposes racism, national oppression and' imperiaJi~m,
dators, to the black libe,ration struggle. It shows
and fights for democracy. "(Unity, .Cktober 25) , '
,just how far these self-5tyled "Marxists" will 'go to
What's more, in the guise of criticism of the
,help strengthen the han~' of the boUrgeois and anticapitalis~s' hypocrisy', the reformists went out of
revolutionary trends in the .bl~k people's mov~ment.
their way to cover up for 'the backward politicS, of
CapItulation to, the Racist Offensive
the NOl. Take, for example, the Trotskyist SWP.
Since last year's Jesse Jackson campaIgn they have
,The reformist scribbler Sam Marcy lauds farrakhan
been prostrating themselves in their efforts to'
for allegedly "giving voice, to mass angera.~d propaint up Minister Fariakhan as a noble ·spokesmen for
test grq>wing out of the deep and profound exploitathe black people. These efforts werecapp~d this
(All
, October with two, 'blaring ,editorials in, ne\y'spaper the, "tian 'a~d oppression" of the black people.
quotes are" from Workers World, ~tober 17.) True,
,Militant under the headlines 'rRacist, attack on Farlike every demagog, Farrakhan spews fiery words
rakhan" and '''Provocations against Farrakhan." i • (<X',against oppr~ion.: But since' when did Farrakhan or
. tober 4 and 25)' These editorials loudly deciared
the NOr E?ver, aim their fire against the concrete
'that the chargeS of racism and anti-semitism direct,measures of'oppression weighing 011 the black masses?
ed against Farrakhan wer~ completely groundless and
that they rare "a frame-up, not only of, Farrakhan , but , Ip ,fact, anyone, wqQ has listened carefully to Farrakhan knows that 00: agrees with the ongoing segregaof many thousands of Blacks." (Cktoberf 4 and 25) "
,tionist ,offensive of the capitalist rulers and that
, Some Liquidators ~,Seoood Thoogbts'
he has repeatedly praised the arch-racist policies
df the Reagan regime.
'
I~ his apology' for Farrakhan, Marcy writes about
But Farrakhan's politics are just too blatantly
backward,' making things miserable for· all those '''the reign of political reaction", which he says
. "is most clearly seen in the support [by' a sectjon
reformists who have rushed to apologize for him.
of the white liberals] of the Reaganite offensive
The more Farrakhan opens his' 'mOJl~" the m~o~ di~fi
'against' affirmative action and other issues whIch
cult it, becomes to lie and cover' up for him., ' After
climbing way out on a limb to, cover up for Farrakh8n,:' deeply . concern, the oppressed . masses.". Then Marcy
very carefully avoioo telling the reader where Farin Cktober~ the SWP's Militant was-scurrying fora
rakhan stands on this- ISsue and, the other issues
safer footing by the end: of November." All of a
He is ,silent because of die
facing the masses.
sudden the, Militant's: writers ',~me out as "bold"
,embarrassing fact that, 'apart from Reagan's hatchetcritics of Farrakhan, eyen .recogn~zing his "antiman Clarence Pendleton, Louis Fartakhan is one of
Semitic and reactionary statements." (Editorial;
November 22) Similarly, The Guardian ,began' editori- ',the most oqtspoken black opponents of affirmative
action and other measures' against discrimination. '
alizing about Farrakhan'S"'"Mixed, but wrong ,mes-'
Farrakhan gave his typiyalrap on thi~ question
sage." ("Guardian ViewpOint"~ Ckto~ 30) ;Even,the
to students at the University of Pittsburgh. "Black
Maoist LRS, while laudir:ig Farrakhan," was at the same
brothers and sisters, look, " I , Farrakhan lectured.
time uncomfortable' enough to make mild criticisms,
, and confess, that they· "would surely not want to live' "You can't say to white people, 'if you don't hire
me, I'll go 'get the NAACP a.n4 we'll come on dOwn
under a govemme~t headed up by Farrakhan." (Unity;
October 2 5 ) ' ,
' "
, . here and picket you, people, because! just graduated
from Pitt and I know ·that I'm more qualified than
Farrllkhan's right-wing features are hardly new
that white person that's in front of me, and you
discoveries. One wonders whether the reformists
gave them the job! I You're nothing but a racist,
have really just discovered them, or perhaps they
that's what you are!' Now just a minute, brothers,
have found that other bourgeois elements that they
want to woo are on the anti:';Farrakhan campaign of . you hush yoUr mouth. It is human nature for' a
people \ to look' out for themselves first. You cannot
the bourgeois.
racist because a white. person
. call a white person

a

a
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wants, to give a job preference to one 9f their
own••• " And Far:rakhan then goes on to say he would
discriminate in the same way. (PittsbUrgh COurier,
November 30)
,
this, in fact, is the historic stand of the
leaders of the NOI.' Don't picket against the racists. Don't protest inequality. ,Hush yOUr mouth in
the face! of discrimination. After all, it is only
"human ,nature" for the white capitalists to push " you
into the worst jobs, the worst hOUSing, 'and the
worst schools.
But Farra'khan,s open sympathy for Reagan's segre!gationist offensive doesn't phase Marcy a bit. He
just does his best to cover it up.
',BoostIng .Black Capita1i$m,

Farrakhan's sympatw for'Reaganism: is linked up
to his fundamental program of black capitalism.
(See "Louis Farrakhan: Peddler of Black Reaganism",'
Workers' Advocate, August '5, 1985.)". For Far:rakQan,
the struge;le against segregation and discriniination
is an evil which undermines· black· business interests
in general,' and the profits of the multi-millipn
dollar NOI enterprises in particular. Looking out
for. the selfish interest o{ the capitalist handful
is 'what Farrakhan !means when he talks about putting
one's own interests first •.,'
.
Of course, 'it is not only Farrakhan,. but also the
leaders of the NAACP and other: voices of the .black
bdurgeoisie, who are accommodating Reagan's ~ist
offensive.
Despite the differences in rhetoric,
. they share - a common class bas~ in· their ,treachery;
. they are looking out 'for their investments and ca.. ,
. reers, leaving the milHons. of oppressed and exploited blacks in the .lurch. And in this treachery,
the liquidators' have' taken' the side 'of the' black
bourgeoi~ .- from Farrakhan, to the NAA~P, : to 'the
~lack mayors and politicians - as, they sell out the
. black' workers and· downtrodden in the face of the'
capitalists' racist offensive.
,
WWP takes this support for the black. bourgeois 'to
, the extent o( painting up the efforts' of the black
capitalists to squeeze, mone~' out of the black cordmunity' in glorious liberation colors~
They eV.~n
hail Farrakhan's economic proposals to~ "support
businesses and banks" that are "under the control of
Black individuals ,instead of the oppressor." (Work~ World. October' 17)
--l
I
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against apartheId.
As the anti-apartheid demonstrations were taking off last year, Farrakhan spelled
out' the NOI's policy of avoiding such protests:: "We
pref~r," Farrakhan explained, "to organize out pe0ple in a constructive manner to put pressure on. the
~dministration to change the policy toward South
Afriqa." (Detroit' News, January. '20,. 1985) And
since' that time, Farrakhan has stuck to this "constructive" policy towards the Reagan government's'
"constructive engageinent" with apartheid slavery.
Palestine and ·the Middle East

But when all else fails, the WWP and the, other
Farrakhan apologists\ point to, Farrakhan's denunciations ,of the crimes of Israeli zionism. True, mIxe!d
in with his' 'religious tirades ~gainst Jews, F arrakhan will denounce crimes of the, Israeli regime
against the Palestini:an people. But this does not
,alT,!ount to an anti-imperialist stand. This does not
even mean that he .supports the. revolutionary struggle of the' working and oppressed Palestinians and
other vicJ;ims. of ~ionist and imperialist aggression.
On the contrary. Farrakhan's sympathies lie with
the' princes of Saudi Arabia, the -rema'hts qf feudalism, and other pro-U.S.
reactionari~.
If you want' to know 'where Farrakhan stands 'on
Middle East politiCS, you should look at the July,
,'85 issue of the NOI's newspaper The ,Final.· Call,
:which covered Farrakhan's last tour of the Middle
devoted to paying homage
EaSt. Much of the tour
to the feudal lords of the Arab Gulf, to leU Amin
and/ his family, and to other hangmen of the Arab and
African ~ples. For religioUs and other reasons, a
number of such reactionaries have their. contradictions with Israel.' But far from being "anti-imperialist", they are vehemently anti:-communist and
pro..;,imperialist, and some have even leased their
countries as launchIng 'paCIs for the U.S. 'Rapid
,Deployment Force.
, ,
The attempts of WWP and the other opportunists to
. describe Farrakhan's stand, as ; "anti-imperialist"
only reflepts, on their oWn policy of trying to paint'
, up ,the lxiurgeois and even reactionary regimes in the.
'Middle East in liberation colors.

was

_An:ti-SemItism

At first. . a number 'of groups such as tl;te SWP
attemptoo to claim that Farrakahn was simply a crit\
Farrakban" on South Africa
ic of Israeli zionism and to outright deny that
Farrakhan voices anti:-semitic views. . But these
Hard-pressed .to point to any progressIve stands'
attempts to' cOver Farrakhan's trackS and make him
taken by Farrakhan on domestic questions, the WWP
: more palatable to democratic-minded people grew' more
and other of. his apologists· try to \portray him as a'
difficult as Farrakhan kept up his anti-Jewish ser:fighter against imperialism and racism ip.ternationmons.
But here too. the question must be asked,
ally.
, At a big. Madison Square Garden rally on <ktober
','
since when?
7~ F:arrakhan shouted:' "Jesus had a controversy with·
, OVer: the last year, the oppressed people of SoUth . . the Jews. Farrakhan has a controversy with the
.Africa have been on the frontlines of the the ,fight
Jews.. Jesus was hated by the Jews. Farrakhan is
against international ~mperialism anq racism. Bilt
hated by the JeWs. I am your last chance Jews. You
Farrakhan will have nothing. to do' with the fight . ,can't say .'never again' toGodf' 'cause when he puts
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. Farrakhan Declared: "Such a man as MaIcoIm
you in an aven, you are in one indeed!" Such
religiaus-sounding justificatians for the nazi ,exis 'Worthy of death"
'
terminatars is classic Farrakhan.· Anyane whO' lis-tens to his "Final Call" radiO' braadcast can heaL
All af these things were, and are still today,
. Farrakhan's lang-wind,ed religious harangues against
anathema to' the tap ministers af the NOI. Elijah
the Jews. These are the same harangues which are
Muhf;lmmad branded Malcolm X as a traltor. -And indeed
used by Christian right-wing zealats and which' have
he was a traitar to Elijah's backward .palitical
_'_ been used by reactionary bigots to' justify the perIn the pages of the December '64 issue
doctrines.
- secutian af the Jews _since the Inquisition.
af Muhammad Speaks, one af Elijah Muhammad's lieu~But WWP's Sam Marcy has anather apalagy.
He
tenants by the name of Louis Farrakhan declared:
doesn't deny Farrakhan's anti-semitism; he just says
"Such a man as Malcalm is warthy of death."
it _is nO' big deal. .Marcy 'argues that yOu shouldn't
With such statements Farrakhan helped the' U.S.
"make a mauntain out af a malehill", aut of Farragavernment and ather reactianaries persecute Malkhan's anti-semitic' remarks. This, he says, only
colm. And indeed; twa manths after Farrakhan's
"divert[s]- attentian, fram the s.truggle against racstatement Malcolm was gunned down. Malcolm's assasism and imperialism." 'And Marcy concludes: "No _ sination had all· the earmarks of a police operation,
arganization, no mavement, no class, however farmiand the ·two NO! members who were convicted of Mal-,
dable and determined it may be in the struggle
colm's murder may have been Patsies. But even if
against capitalist explaitatian and appression" can.
that is sa, that hardly erases Farrakhan's frenzied
be completftly free of the influence af bourgeois
hatred of Malcolm and the shame of his wish far
idealagy."
Malcolm's death.
"Thus, accarding· to this reformist scribbler,
Today, Lauis Farrakhan is cynically claiming the
Farrakhan's racism against the Jews is' anly a minor
Farrakhan tries to' cover up
legacy af Malcolm X.
blemish (malehill). an the healthy body af an organihis own. dirty role in the NOI's canflict with Malzatian representing the pragressive class in its
colm by portraying Malcolm X as an autstanding disstruggle against explaitatian and appression.
ciple of Elijah Mohammad just like himself. AmazHawever, 'as we have already seen, it requires· a
· ingly, the liq;uidatars are' helping Farrakhan caver
broad stretching of the facts to' describe the NOr
his· tracks.
Sam Marcy, takes this farther than the
leaders as fighters against racism and imperialism.
rest. .And he adds a theoretical argument far recanAnd it is simply ludicrous. to describe the NOIas
ciling Malcolm X to Farrakahn, an argument which
being in struggle against: capi talist explaitation.
sheds light an present liquidator thinking.
Far aver 50 years the rellgiaus, ministers at the
head of the Natian af Islam have been devoted to
WWP Glorifies the ra
black capitalism.· As such, they have always preach-.
Marcy paints the picture . that, since its founding
ed accommodation to the racism af the ruling' white
in the early 30's, the Black Muslim .arganization has
bOurgeoisie - fram acceptance af the Jim Craw of
yesterday, to' the Reaganite segregationist affensive
been "a weapan in the struggle against racist optoday. And, alang -with this, they have always
pressian and far the _right of self-determinatian. II
preached ideas af racial separatism, racial superiHe uses the fact that at times the Black Muslims
have gained' a militant image. am'ong certain sections.
ority and inferiority, and ather backward racist
ideas. . Indeed, Farrakhan's anti-semitism is just
af the black communIty, in order to portray Elij$
Mohammad as a glorious champion af the black people.
the ideologic;al puss an, the surface af anarganiza(Far example, Marcy~ qevotes some six paragraphs
tian that is devated to black capitaUsm and living
assuring the reader that Elijah Mohammad's racism
within the racist status qua.
and his dealings with the American nazi leader
Farrakhan aBl Malcolm· X
.. George Lincoln Rockwell· were only minor blemishes
· which were "purely incidental and tatally out af
character. ")
.
The histaric clash between the militant fighter
for the blacl} people Malcolm X and the NOI leader-;
Then, according to Marcy, the'ml's role was not
ship is 'ane af the sticky questians facing all thase
so pasitive when the upsurge of the black people's
who would apolagize far _Farrakhan.
.
struggle broke aut in the 60's. Marcy explains that
the "Black movement, 'especially the youth, soon left
Malcolm X became -a voice of the black people's
[the NOI] far behind.". Why the masses would leave
revalt af the 1960's precisely because he brpke· with
the backward doctrines of the NOI.
He championed
such a marvelous organization is left unanswered,
the mass struggle and advocated fighting back a- · apart from that the !'PI "was unable on' the basis of
gainst the racist appressars.
He called for soliits ideological position to give leadership at a
time when the masses were ••• in a direct struggle
darity with the liberatian struggles pounding at
imperialism in ASia and Africa. And at the ·end of
with the racist capitalist establishment."
It was in these "new favorable' objective condihis life, he moved away fram separatism towards
ideas af a common struggle of the black and ·white
tions for the Black· struggle to develop," Marcy goes
exploited and oppressed masses against the capitalon, "that the well-known split between Elijah Mohumist rulers.
mad and Malcolm X took place. The latter was ori.,'
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in an anti-imperialist "directIon free of the
theological trappings of Elijah Mohammad."
Finally, Marcy concludes his article with the
observation that today is a period of reaction with
"anebb . tide in the progressive, civil rights and
work1~ class struggle." And the dangers of such a,
period' are, given as presumably the clincher for why
the movement should embrace Farrakhan today.
Put the pieces of' Marcy's ramblings together and
you get a picture of the liquidation ism that ,has
gripped our present-day would-be MarxistS. According to the liquidator mentality, casting aside theological trappings and struggling for, an anti-imperialist orientation were fine for the high-tide of
struggle in. the '1960's. But oow, with. the reactionary offefolSlve, things are different. Now those who
condemned Malcolm X for his militant struggle are
just what's needed' for thls period of ebb. So, if
you follow Marcy's' liquidator logic, the black "capitalism, narrow nationalism, and religious sectarianism of the :NOt. - that the masses ''left far behind"
in the 1960's-- are well-suited for the black people's struggle in ,the 1980's.
. The answer of the lIquidators to the reactionary
offe\1sive is to hand over the' anti-racist struggle
. to the black bourgeois misleaders. That is why they
would like to apologize for Flm'akhan, and why WWP

is so .attracted to! the advocates of stands which
even it admits were proven useless in the anti~
racist upsu~ge of the 1960's.
For Revolutionary Struggle!
The Marxist-Leninists, the revolutionarl~, the
anti-racist fighters qave an opposite answer. This
is 00 time to be painting up the Minister of the NOr
as the Malcolm X of our day. On the contrary, this
difficult period of the reactionary offensive demands work to find. ways to keep alive among the
masses the revolutionary spirit that gripped the
best fighters of the antt.-racist upsurge of the
1960's and early 70's. We must work to spread the
lessons of this upsurge. This inCludes draw~ng out
the, irrecOncilable gulf between the interests of the
black workers aoo downtrodden arxi the black bour"::'
geoisie and ~ir. spokesmen.
These . are burning tasks for the present.. Slrlld"ing up the revolutionary spirit and deepening the
rupture with the bourgeois sellouts are essential
for mounting the resistance to the present racist
offensive. And in this way' we can prepare' for the
most successful outcome of the· the coming resurgence
of the black liberation struggle.
<>
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ORGANIZING SOLIDARITY WITH THE PRATT AND WHITNEY STRIKE'
Recently the Pratt and Whitpey . workers in ConnecWe, the tmde:rsIgned workers in Lym, Mass., support
ticutwaged a strike, the first at this company
your strike. We recognize that you are fighting
since a strike was broken there in 1960. The MLP
against wage fn~2es and lump smn payments, 'COlCe&went all out to organize solidarity for this strike
sionS on Insurance and to protect your jobs from
among workers at GE plants which cx:>mpete' with 'the
subcontracting, automation and job combination.
Pratt and Whitney plants.
, /.<
....
These are the same issues we fare daily at GE and
Pratt' and Whitney is an, open Shop wher~ 3(}>h of . the same attacks we rejected when 4,300 (68%) ·of us
the workers are not in the union. The sttike had
voted against the contract.
many weaknesses. For example, the lAM made no effort to stop the scabs and, after the first day, had
We have no interest in oompeting wIth each other to
only token picketing at the plants which were on
see who can give up the most~ to see GE and Pratt
strike. As well, in 1967 the lAM had divided the
and Whitney make mDHons
whUe./ we go into debt.
,
.
local union, which used to encompass four related
plants, into four separate locals; in this strike,
Let us join together to build a serious fight athey kept' the \ .largest local at work.
. gainst concessions.
Nevertheless the strike was an advance for the
Pratt and Whitney workers and created a more defiant
In Solidarity,
spirIt among them.'
158 signatures
GE Workers Supprt. Their Oass Brotbers
There was a great deal of interest among the
militant workers at GE in the Pratt strike. Our
Party .encouraged this ~ntiment and organized solidarity for the strike.
The J~)mrades distributed to
the- Pratt and Whitney workers the following letter
from the GE workers. It was signed by 158 GE workers.
To the Pratt and Wb1tney wOrkers:

IDE Bureaucrats atGE

~

Working -Class Solidarity

Meanwhile the union bureaucrats at GE went out' of .
their way to oppose"the desire of the r~and-flle
to support the Pratt and Whitney strikers. The militant workers at 'GE were clamoring that the union,
which is controlled by "left" bureaucrats (who went
to the conference of the "National Rank and File
Agai!1st Concessions" - see article. on p. 13) do

"
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. something in support of the PrattandWhl~neJ
talists.
They have joined a new movement that is'
strike. They wanted the local to mSke a big contri- . breaking out across the, country. From Maine to
but ion to the strike fund.
They ,also wanted to
Detroit to California, meatcutters, meatpackers,
organize a contingent to go to the picket line.
ironworkers, cannery workers and' workers in auto and
The labor bureaucrats strung the workers along
steel have gone out on strike declaring: No More
with promises that' the Executive Board would meet
Concessions! Like, all these workers, our 'brothers
and organize a big solidarity action.
The revisionand sisters at Pratt, deserve our wholehearted sup..;
port.
.
ist liquidators spread the word among the militants
that the workers shOUld not do anything until tl).e
; Executive Board organized them to.
We Must Unite, Not Compete, W'rth the Pratt'Wmcers
,
Our Party, ,of cOUrse, agi~ated' that the workers
had to take things into their own hands to organize·
The GE and Pratt management try to set us against
solidarity.
each other with' their endless' propaganda about '''The
Finally the lunion's Executive Board met and took
Competition." They want us to compete to see who
no action. The union president gave an· interview in
can work for the lowest pay under the worst condithe Boston Globe in which he said that it would be
tions, 'while they compete to fill their batik', vaults.
very ,difficult to organize solidarity and 'they would
on the Factory' of the Future, GE used the blackmail
have.to proceed slowly. Me~while a number of steof losing contracts to Pratf to rain throligh unheard
wards reported that the top hacks had told them that
cif concessions. They tried it again with the conit would be good for the Pratt and Whitney wprkers. tract,but our big No Vote in Lynn showed their
to lose the strike. Then, maybe the IUE could get 'An
propaganda IS failing.
Now the Pratt workers have
and replace the IAM~ ,What 'scabs!
stood ,up to identical threats from their capital. Thus the MLP leaflet and letter, which were forms
ists: Either work for the pay and under the condiof solidarity that the workers found very under- . tioQs we \dictate or you'll lose your job altogether
standable, were the. only forms of solidarity organ-, to the GE workers who get paid less.
ized. Although the dirty work- of the liquidators
Like GE, 'Pratt's parent company, United TechnolIt has
had some effect on keeping some workers from signing
ogies, is a huge multi-national corporation.
the letter, nevertheless sOlidarity was organized, a
205,000 employees' working iry 300 plants and offices
good deal of discussion was had on the need to
in 50 countries. In, 1984, they reported record
. profits, their "best year ever. 11
organize independently of t:be ooion bureaucrats, ,and
. ''The Competition" hype has 'gotten' a boost from
the influence of the Party as organizer 'of the class
the U.S. government policy of dual rourclng. The
struggle was raised.
military wants to have two sources of war materiel
The letter of the GE work~rs waS enthusiastically
in the event of war and long strikes. The' Army gave
received at the Pratt' and Whitney picket lines. The
GE a contract for the F110 to replace Pratt's F100,
strikers applatideda,nd raised fists' when it was
if needed. And the Navy gave Pratt GE'S F404. It's
read. They put it up on the bulletin board at· the
oolikelythe government is going to let either manustrike headquarters.
I
facturer go out of lxlsiness.·· No, the government is
In order to organize. the letter of the GE, workers
helping the capitalists to 'pressure the workers of
and other solidarity with the Pratt and Whitney,
both companies to accept concessions. . .
.
workers, the Boston I3ranch of the MLP produced the
. All capitalists use this divide and conquer'
following· leaflet on Dec. 11, 1985.
strategy. If it's not the workers In the farm out
or satellite 'plants who will do your job for less
NO'MORE CONCESSIONS! SUPPORT"I:H;E
PRATT AND WHITNEY STRIKE! .
money, it's the workers' in ,the South or. the workers
It is true that as long as
in another country.
. there is \ capItalism and ooemployment the capitalists
On December 2, almost 7,000 workers .. walked off:
may in fact find someone somewhere who can do the
the job at Pratt and Whitney jet engine plants in
job for' less pay. But if we give into this preSConnecticut. They threw picket lines up, including
sure, we will be fighting a neve~ ending battle to
one 2,000 strong this Monday. They are striking
see who can work themselves into povert)(' quickest.
against a concessions contract similar to the one we
voted down by a 68%' margin here 6 months ago.
'
No, our answer to their blackmail must be to wage a
resolute struggle for unity and solidarity between
They' are striking against lump sum payments inall workers to defend our wages and conditions.
,st~ad of raises;
against c6ncess~ons in medical
'insurance; against job combination and automation;
Organize Solidarity
and against farm out which they estimate has cost
them 8,500 jobs. Like GE"Pratt has a' productivity
For 'over six years, 'workers in industry after
campaign going on. They have started "experiment-,
industry have been hit by the concessions drive Of'
iog" with "flow line manufacturing" where, in one
capitalist billionaires.
This offensive of·
department,
. all job classifications are. merged into the
take-backs, speed-up and layoffs for the workers has
one.
resulted in record profits for the rich. Reagan,
The Pratt 'workers have taken a defiant aC.tion
and the Democrats, have thrown the, laws and. police
against the greedy concessions demand, of - the capi-'
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agairist any masS resistanCe.' And the rich have been
assisted every step of too way by the treachery of
the top ,tmion officials.
From UAW's Fraser giving
concessions" to Chrysler. and GM, to lAM's Winpinsinger, refusing' to aldPATCO, to IUE's Bywater
granting concessions' to GE, the union officials have
given jntoevery demand of the capitalists.
" In the Pratt strike too, the workers are prevent-'
ed from exerting their 'full strength by Jhe lAM's
'bureaucratic technicalities., They are divided into
four different locals, each of which. must get a 2/3
'majority to ,strike. The largest local is not striking despite a 55% vote to go out and a combined vote
of all the locals of· an 'overwhelming majority.
The Pratt workers. need our solidarity, yet the
Local' 201 officials refuse to organize joint action.
And no wonder. They agree with the, company's btack- '
mail on job security. ,In the Nciv. 22, 1985 issue of
the local's paper, the article reporting 01) Mahar
and Malloy's meeting with GE.on the state of the

aircraft business repeats the ,corqpany's threat:
''If
yoo can't make it. cheaper than the other guy, you
won't be making it. That is job securIty." In case
you missed it, A•.B.A., McManus elaborates it on the
bayle. The_ workers are starving for information and
ways to supIX>rt the strike but the 1lIlion bureaucrats
want no part of it. Tp fight (X>I1cessions and organize solidarity, we must do it ourselves.
,
The Pratt workers are not accepting the' capitalist line of "give concessions Of. lose your jobs" and
instead are standing up il]. defiance and fighting
back.
We should visit the Pratt lines and send
messages, of support and, contributions to the strikers. The Pratt workers are fight1ng the concessions. We stlOuld follow their example and launch
mass actions' against the concessions drive.
[The leaflet concluded by pOinting out that picket lines-..yere at that time up" at the plants in
Southington, North Haven and Middleton.}
<>
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No greater love hath any man •••
REVISIONIS'TS FIND SOMETHING GOOD
INTHE IMPERIALIST FOREIGN POLICY
"
' 'OF THE A F L - C I O '
The Jari. 1 issue of the Worlters' Advocate reporiedon the' recent AFL-CIO convention 'of CX:t. 28-31.
(See the artiCle, "AFL-CIO 'convention: 'Class, colla-,
boration decked out in .Madison Avenue hype".) The
following articie,by a member of the -Worlters' ~
cate staff, deals on the GOmments on this convention
by the revisionists, those loyal apologists of the
rea'ctionary union bureaucrats.,
,

'

~--~-----------------~--------------------.

,The love of the revisionists for the trade 'union
bureaucracy is without limits. Although nothing but
the policy of' sellout could' be found in the recent
AFL-CIO convention, ,various revisionist groups
, searched' this convention up and, down until they
discovered: '"unprecedentedl ' progre~s in the union
bosses' debate on international issues~,
This is a truly amazirJg' discovery since the AFLCIO is ,well known to be ,a most imIX>ttant agency for
the intrigues of U.S .. ' imperialism in countries all
over the world. Indeed the November 4 issue of
Business Week pointed out that, "through affiliate
institutes, the AFl-CIO is ,active. in 83 countries.
Its 1985 budget for these operation.. is $43 million
[nearly half of' the AFL-CIO's, to'tal ruc!get - ~.]~
9<P1o of which comes from" U.S. government sources."
. The AFL-Cio is simply a bought 'and paid for flunkey
, of U.S. ,:' imperialism.
'
Nevertheless, the official pro-Soviet revision-

ists of the Communist Party USA, the reformist
Guardian ,newspaj:>er, and the Trotskyite Socialist
Workers Party all seized on the huffing and puffing
of some bureaucrats from the National Labor Committee for DemoCracy' and Human Rights in EI Salvador to
claim that criticism of U.S. government poliCieS
has ,"grown substant:ifilly" within 'the AFL-CIO.
Why
even the jingoi~t' Lane Kirkland received' praise' for
handling the International debate even l?-andedly.
As is not unusual, the revisionists have looked
at a stink-hole and mistaken it for the kingdom of
heaven. But let us t8kea look, at the convention's
discussion' on international issues so our readers
can decide for themselves whether it shOWed "unprecedented" progress or whether the revisionists are
unprecedented, liars.
An Echo of Reagan's Impedalist W8I1IlOOgering'

" N.ow the. first thing to understand is that there
was \ no debate 'on any issue 'except Central America.
Tpe rest ,of the international' reso.1ution, entitled
''Labbr, National Security and the World", was approved by all and sundry, including hacks from the
National Labor Committee. Yet thIs resolution was
filled with flag-waving American chauvinism arid
imperialist warmongering from one end to the other.
It supported increased military spending for "a

/
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strong national def~nse to protect America and her
allies." (AFt-CIO News, Nov. 9, 1985. All further
quotes are from this same source.)
It endorsed contInued, support for the NATO mili.;.
tary alliance of Western imperialism and the ties
"between the alliance and the International Confe<fe-;
ration' of Free Trade 'Unions •••• "
It, followed Reagan's lead 'and, "cbndemved terrorism and the governments that sponsor it, and called
on all democratic governments ,to adopt, more effective security measures ••• ~" ' Just sO that nobody
would miss its meaning and think that the" AFL-CIO
was condemning th~ CIA and U.S.-backed governments,
rather than sup~rting Reagan's' warmongering policy,
the resolution w~nt on' to praise the terrorist state
of Israel 'as lithe only democratic ~tate in' the
Middle East", while demanding that "the Arab nations
demonstrate 'unqualified acceptance of the state of
Israel' and willingness to negotiate directly wIth
Isr!llel •• ~. " ,
,
,"
\,
And the list goes on. That these parts of the
resolution, went unquestioned is enough to end any
thought that ,there was', something progressive going
on at the convention. But let us plunge ahead and
look at the debate on. Central America.','
,

from the National Labor Committee,who claimed to
oppose aid to thecontras, 'supported a resolution
that hails the right-wing, unions which are allied
with the self-same contras.
But more, the resolution "also reiterated the
federation's, insistence that military ,aid to EI
Salvador be conditionect on 'd~monstratable progress
in guaranteeing trade .uniot:! tights, implementing
land reform, ending the attacks and killIngs by'
right~wing "death squads,'" reforming the judicial
system, arid brl'nging to justice the murderers of
AIFLD representatives Michael Hammer and Mark Pearl-'
man and Salvadoran labor leader Jose Viera. '"
,Now this is the sam'e resolution that the AFL-QO
passed last, year. It means that they are, actually
supporting military. aid to the death-squad regime of
Duarte. But they want the aid covered with the
threadbare human ,right s certifications from the Reagan gOvernnient. \The fact that there's bOOn no "demonstratable progress" from last year to' this orie
has made no difference to the blreaucratl;i from the
National Labor Committee. They voted for this resohition last year, and again this year they, are
, supporting militaxy aid to Duarte as long as there's
'talk about human rlflhts promises.
Finally the resolution says that, "The A.FL-CIO
believes that ? negotiated setdement, rather than a
Cont:imed Baddng foc u.s. :InterWntion
inilitary victory, holds. the best hope for the
in Central Ameri~a,
social, economic and political justice that the
people of Nicaragua 'and El Salvador 'deserve."
The second thing that should be ,understood I is
T!J.is was the section" of the resolution under
, that even ,the debate on Central, America was quite
dispute.. Originally it mentioned only EI Salvador.
narrow. The hacks from the National Labor Committee
compromise that was worked out amended the ,
But
gave some long-winded speeches against aid to the
resolution to include Nicaragua. But wait a minute.
Nicaraguan contras. But they made sure to 'statEt
"Negotiated, settlement'" has long been a code word
their support for the ·final resolution op. Central
for forcing_ the Central Anler:ican toilers to surrenAmerica, and they voted for it. So let us run
der by agreement what U.S. imperiaJism has been
through the high points of this resolution to see
unable to win by force. Supported by the liberal
'what all the hoopla was about.
\
Democrats, . the Cori~adora group (of the bourgeois
The resolution "praised the deinocratic trade
regimeS of MexicO, Venezuela, Colombia and flanama),
union ,movements' in strife-torn Central America,
and the EuropeaQ imperialist powers, the U.S. impe_ pointing _out that they have 'moved into the fore.,.
rialists have tried to obtain a "negotiated settleIrront of the comIng struggle for political freedom
ment" that amounts to NiCaragua agreeing to further
and economic and, social justice in their nations. III
'open the door, to the bourgeois counter-revolution
What are theSe "democratic trade union movements" so
inside the country and surrendering' to the demands
hIghiy praised?
,
i '
of the contra mercenaries. It is not an alternative
In EI Salvador the AFL-CIO's' American Institute
to Reagan's dirty war, but a complement for it.
'for Free Labc;lr Development (AIFLD) uOOctto support
'That the AFL-CIO amended its resolution to inthe UPD trade mioI'l coalition, and it helped arrange
clude an appeal· for a "negotiated settlement" in
a 'social pact" between Duarte and UPD -for the 1984
Nicaragua, does not ,show a 'change in' the AFL-CIO's
elections. But When the UPD complained mildly that
policy of loyally serving the interests of U~S.
Duarte wasn't even carrying,out his meaningless land
imperialism. 'It only means that the AFL-CIO is
refdrm measures, AIFLD dropped its support for, the
agr~ing to 'more crafty words .to cover up its dirty ,
UPD and Set 'up another rival uriion coalition - th'e
work of backing the bourgeois count~rrevolution
Democratic Workers' Confederation -- to continue
against the Nicaraguan work~rs and peasants. "
supporting Duarte.
Apparently a "democratic" union
Nevertheless, the revisionist· groups claim this
is one that obeys the I commands' of 'the AFL-CIO and,
shows 'the growtp of forces critical of U.S. govU.S.
imperialism.
,.
In Nicaragua the AFL-CIO supports the CUS andCfN ,ernment policy. HogWash! What this shows. is that
trade unions. ,These, organizations are notorious for , the, revi~ionists will grasp, ~t anything to prettify ,
the union bureaucrats and cover up their treacherous,
their active collaboration with the right-wing bour,role against the workers in the U.S. and around the
geOis parties and their supPort 'for the contrast war
<>,
, on tpe NicaraguantoiIers. Nevertheless the hacks " world.
f

a
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REFERENCE MATERIAL ON
"'tHE NATIONAV RANK AND FILE AGAINST CONCESSIONS"

,..

The Jan. 1 1986 issue of The Workers', Advocate
be seen why I ,lay' these are thr~ ou~standing fea.;.
tures of this group.
reported on' the formation of the ''National Rank and
File Against 'Concessions" (NRAFAC) in the article "A
".
network of local union bureaucrats"., It showed that
, Origins of the NRAFAC
,I •
.. \
this organization, far from being a true organ of
.
\ '
the militancy of the rank-and-file, was in f;:lct a,
Now as far ~ I can make out there a.r.e three main
sources for'the NRAFAC.
)'
'
network of local bureaucrats. It poirited out that
to the extent th,atthere, are militants around this
First,' a sectIon of bureaucrats organized around,
network, and to the extent that the organization
the Hormel loCal, in Austin, Minnesota.
In fact the
actually wages any struggle, the Pq.rty must work
first meetin? was held in A\ftin' on June 28 as a ,
, with' it.", But it stressed that this work "must
support mee~mg for', the AustIn local.
This meeting .
always andeverywherEj} be subordinated to the work of i initiated the c~ll for a, national conference against
concessions.
'_
building up real, fighting organization which can
carry out consistent agitation against the capital-,
Second, some local officials from the shipyards
istsand the union bureaucracy which is assisting
who were, trying to develop opposition to pre-contQ.em, a strong organization which cap. mobilize the
tract conc;ession bargaining.
',
masses of workers into the mass struggle against the
Third, 'some other sundry" union officials long'
capitalists' 'concessions drive." Work with the
'known as trade union opposition, like Pete Kelly and
NRAFAC must be oriented, not towards conciliation
Ron Weisen. All of these, in totaI 13 local unfon
with the union bureaucracy, but towards driving a
officials, attended the first meeting in June.
wedge between the militants and, the' apologists of
, Let us look into these three sources' to get an
the union bureaucracy.
,
idea of the character of ;the NRAFAC. '
'Below are additional notes on the NRAFAC, rompiled by a member of the Central' Cqmmittee of the
t A)
The Honnel union loc3l in Austin, Minnesota
MLP.
In Octdber '84 Harmel. unilaterally cut wages from
$10.69 to $8.25 -an hour, . after obtaining ,harsh conIn ,many cases the 'rank-and-file is getting fed up
cessions steadily from 1978 on.
.
with the sellout qnion bureaucracY. ,To keep them in
The national leaders of the United Food and Comline we 5ee emerging a "bureaucrat opposition" -mercial Workers (UFCW) agreed, saying it' was time,
union leaders, especijllly on the local level, who
for cutting wages evem further, 'in the name of
claim they're against concessions, who posture that
"retrenchment", 'oown to $8 an hour.
'
they want to fight, who are even gaining a reputa1~500 workers at plant wanted to strike.
tion by) being -in t:be center of some of the ongoing
'The local union leaders are caught between the
strikes. It's tfIis phenomena we 'want to look at.
mi I i tancy of rank-and-file and the "retrencluuentl'
This OOreaucrat oppOsition i$ popping up iri plant'
policy of the international 'hacks', Local P-9 6oion
after plant in cities across the country.
A section
Rresident, J am(3g Guyette, talked the rank-and-file
of them came together in Chicago on December 7-:-8 and
out of striking (citing the no-strike clause from
,founded the National Rank-And-File Against Conces'78). ln~tead a, "corporate campaign" is waged asions~
So to get an idea of what the bureal;lcrat
gainst First Bank in Minneapolis and Hormet
Top
opposition is about, let's take a look at this· ul'liQn leaders opposect\ even this mild campaign and
phenpmenon.
worked to isolate the Austin workers.
Three features that stand _out:
,
Local P-9 leaders, 'then, . as 'part •of the publicity
'iiJ!tis the left-wing of "corporate campaigns".
campalgn, went looking for suppOrt from other bu,
Although it has gained a reputation from strikes,
reaucrats, in meatpacking locals and from UAW (autoactually it has quite reformist views, a most vacil-'
workers) and USWA, (steelworkers) locals in., MinnesOlating approach •to concessions, and, even opposes' ope
ta. mitially it fourictsupport from one UFCW local,
form 'of concessions by advocating another form of
#616 in- Dorchester Ma (Brian Lang, chief steward)"
concessiops.
Ev~n' in ternis of struggle, their, view
and from UAW local #879 In St Paul (Tom Laney,
is, for corporate campaigns as ar\ alternative to real· president) and USWA local #7263 it:l Minneapolis (Da.,.
mass struggle of the workers. '
vid Foster, grievance chairman). This formed the
b) it is composed Of local o,fficials-~i.e. mid..,
basis for a coali~ion of ,support for Austin 'Hormel.
,die level ,ooteaucrats looking to becOme big bureauIIi June,: a meeting was called in Austin to sup,port the Hormel workers, and from this meeting the
crats
,
'_
,
,
, . c) it is, opposed, as a mqtter of \ policy, to
call was launched fora national conference against
fighting against the international union bureaucrats
concessions.
(keel\> things in the family).
,
Note the. character of the struggle waged' by the
Now I want to go into the origins of this' organilocal bureauct-ats:
zation and to its' development to date ':iJ that it can
1) it is based on the concept of the "corporate
"

..
~,

.
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campaign" as opposed to the diI:ect mass strike by
the tank-and-file;
: '" .
.'.2) it seeks help mai'ply· ·from other local uT,lion
bureaucrats;
3) and it arises out of: an attempt to - get out of
the isolation imposed by international leaders-but, while it is implicitly, a fight against the top
union hacks, the tactics revolve· around never actually denouncing them.
Still a ."Corpcrate Campaign"
Note further:
I
a) The Honnel stoKe broke out when the contract
expired on Aug 17. -Nevertheless, the Local P-9
leaders are still carrying out a corporate campaign
as opposed to organizing mass actions in the strike.
Therefore, they have only small picketlibes at the
plant gates, op'pose ':violence" on the picket lines,
and allow scabs to cross at will (although there
has been no mass scabbing yet). _ Instead, the mass'
events are pickets, _ marches, and car caravans' to
banks, the NLRB (National Labor' Relations ,Board),

etc.
There is nothing wr.ong with these, things in.:.andof themselves, and if they are used as forms to
develop support for the' strike, they are fine. But
the local union leaders are pushing, these things as
a substitute for a militant strike agai-nst' the com..,
pany, instead of as a means to develop support for
such struggles. (There is a long, dirty history, in
the union movement of using such substitutes to
divert the masses away from the actual', cruci,al
struggles needed to win. TcJd.ay this has gotten dew
name: the "corporate campaign.")
ReplaCing Direct Wage Cuts with· Loss-Sbarlng ,

b) Also, 'while the Local P-9 leaders are apposing
direct wage cuts in the hourly rate, they are prQposing a profit-sharing plan instead.
Indeed, in,
the name of _a profit-sharing plan" they are promoting a loss-sharing plan which woul<;l. reimburse Hormel
if profits fell ,below their current high level and
only moderately raise pay when profits rise from
their current level. _ Thus instead 6f wage cuts -the recent form of wage concessions in auto - they
are proposing a' deceptive_ 'new form of concession.
Their corporate camp8lgn literature brags about the
fact that they are proposing to'replace wage cuts
with this "profit-sharing"platI~ Opposition ·to concessions thus beComes 'sUbstituting one form of concessions for another f.orni.of concessions, and a
particularly harmful form,of concession at that as
it is supposed to interest the workers in maintaining good balance-sheets 'for the capitalists.
K~ing

the Worlter5 Attached to the
" Top Union Bureauc:rats

c) Note that' the UFCW international' (i.e. the top
leadership) has, finally; . reluatantly agreed to the

strike.
Local P-9 leaders are using this dubious
fact to argue against any criticism of the union
leadership and to tie' up the rank and file workers
in- waiting on the top hacks. For example, the rank
-and file at the Austin plant and at other Hormel
plants are arguing that pickets should be thrown up
to shut down the other plants in solidarity with the,
Austin strike. The top bureaucrats said OK, but
wait to see what happens in negotiations. The Local
p,-91eaders tell the rank and file to wait because,
they claim, its important to have- the support of the
international, (i.e. ' of the top union leadership).
So the workers at Austin are robbed of the 'support.
the workers at the other plants want to give and the
whole strike is held back waiting on the UFCW lead- '
, ers.
B) The secxnl source is from the shipyards

Earlier. this year, there were attempts to tear up
the contracts and impose further concessions in
shipyards in Seattle and Portland. Everyone knew
this was the beginning for such actions throughout
the West CoaSt and· elsewhere. An outstanding fact
was that this round of concessions was initiated by
the union hacks approaching the shipyards capitalists.
The' Seattle Branch of the MLP fought this, and at
Todd Seattle the c6neessions were voted down. Our ,
Party was rot the only ones to leaflet. Some local
hacks on the West Coast, who had apparently accepted
concessions earlier, were opposed to these new concessions launched by another section' of the hacks.
These local hacks came out with a newsletter
\ entitled "Shipyards News/'NO CONCESSIONS'" opposing
conceSsions in Seattle and Portland and reporting 00
the issues in other shipyards, including on the Bath
Iron and Todd New Orleans strikes.
A notable feature of newsletter was its statement ,-of purpose,
which says:' "In no way will this newsletter inter~ fere In the internal affairs of any local or' nationalunion. The 'aim here is' to unite all 'the scattered and isolated struggles' around the cwntIy into
one national movement against concessions in the
shipyards. "
.
,Among the "oppositlon" hacks, one central figure
is -Fred Neufeld, Executive Secretary of Local #9 of
shipbuilders, Todd shipyards in Los Angeles (3,000
, workers).
Neufeld and' Local #9 president, George
Samanc, had a letter signed by them and calling for
rejection of concessions distributed to workers in
Todd _Seattle. .,Along with them were Remigio Gon, zales, . business agent of Iron Workers Local #627 in
San Diego; David Artan, president IL WU Local #13 in
Los Angeles; Tony Algood, Executive Secretary of
shipbuilder Local #18 in Mobile, Alabama.. These
local officials attend the. June-' meeting iiI Austin.
By the August meeting it got the endorsement, of
two members, one from Local 6 and one from Local 7
of the shJpbuflders, bargaining committees at Bath
Iron; ,,'plus the local president of Local # 16 of the
shipbuilders 'in Pittsburgh, ' Pa~

.
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The Sel1-01t at. Bath Iron
Note that the ,union leaders sold-out the Bath
Iron'strike. The vote was CJn <kt. 7, after 99 days
of the strike. It was by secret ballot; the settlement was said to have been passed, but no vote tally
was given. The contract provided for a wage freeze
for its entire term; $2,000 in bonuses ($1,000 iat
ratification and $500 ,Cnristmas bonus in 1986 and
'81); a tw02-tier pay scale with new hires re~iving
$3 an hour less than the' present starting rate ,and
taking three years to catch up ($1 raise per year);
$200 bonus for each 6 months of, perfect attendance;
reduced medical ;insurance (with, worker copayments'
for a portion of the benefits); and nothing mentioned· on work niles. (See the AFL-CIO News, <kt.
12, 1~85)
.
, Note., also that Tony Algood opened the August
meeting arxlFred Neufeld was elected secretary.
, C) The 3rd ~
,

is

ner, tool and die Local 600, Detroit; Chuck Wooten,
Local 600, Detroit; Marsha Mickens, president of
~l '326 bakers, confectionary and tobacco union,
Detroit.
So these three components - the local union;
officials at Hormel, various local union officials
in, the shipyards" and various trade union officials
of the "opposition"-- are the. origins 'o-f the
NRAFAC.
i.

What Has the NRAFAC Done?

Now let's take ~ ,qUIck look \ at what NRAFAC's
done.
Well, they've actually oooe nothing so far rut to
. hold meetings.
The first meeting was in June. It launched the'
call to othet. bureaucrats for a national conference
a'gainst concessions.
,
,The August; MeetIng

sundry unim "opposition".···
'

"

This led to a second meeting in August to plan .
Initially, at the first meeting In June, they
for theconference~ About 165 people attended. Two
drew in Ron Weisen, Pete Ke\ly, . General Baker, and,
things stand out' at this 2nd meeting:
from U.S. Steel's Gary works, Larry Regan.
1) . First they established their ·Statement of
Ron Weisen is president of USWA Local #1397 and
, .:.'
.', .
leads the Network to Save the Mon-Qhio Valley, which -Purpose.~
. "The National Rank-and-File Against ConCesSions
works in coalition with the. Denpminational Ministry .
Strategy headed by Rev. D. Douglas Roth•. (S~ the' has as its sole purpose aiding the struggle of local
article "Condemn the repression against the un- . and international unions to stop the process of
Concessions' Bargaining rampant today in the .. Ameriemployed ,movement in Mon Valley!" in the May 1, 1985
can labor movement.
'
issue of The yiorker~' Advocate for information on
"It
is,
rot
our
intention
to organize a new union
the Network.)' Note - the Network/DMS's use Qf the
movement, nor to sIngle out particular leaders or
"corpo~ate campaign",' Which. in this case is general-.
international unions. Nor is' it OQr purpose to set
ly theatrical stunts. Now the~new" strategy embargaining
. strategy for individual unions.
That has
ployed by the Network/DMS is that of lo,bbying the
been 8Qd'remalns the responsibility for each local
,
Pennsylvania state senate. '
and its international."
Pete Kelly is president of UAW #160 in Detroit;
, 2) Secmd, whattbey decided to mt ooosIderhe was a leader of the' now defunct Locals Against··
they 'decided they would absolutely not discuss a
Concessions (LaC).' (On LOC~, see "Liquidators ,on
national strike; nor would they discuss political
LOC/Ridlng the Tail of :the UAW Bureaucrat Q>posiaction against the' capitalist parties; nor would
tion" in' the May 24, 1982 issue of The Workers'
they discuss organizing the unemployed; 'nor would
Advocate. Note the LOC' wouldn'.t even organize mass'
they deal with organizing tlfe unorganized. There
action; it just maneuve~ among the btireauctats.)
was a very' narrow focus.·
At the press conference after the June NRAFAC meet;..
This t;neeting also elected an interim steering
ing, Kelly said: "If you so-called generals that are
committee, composed of . chair. secretary~ treasurer .,'
oUr international leaders aren't willing to lead the
and' 11 regional representatiVeS. .Chair: David Foo"
fight for organized labot',against concessitms, in
ter, grievance rommittee; USWA Local #7263, Minnea..,'
this great country of ours; for.:. God's sake step out
poliS;, Secretary:Ffed Neufeld, iexecutive secretary
of the way.
BeCause there are leaders ·d9wn here
that are willing to lead the battle for organized' of shipbUilders. Local #9 in Los' Angeles; Treasurer:
Kevin O'Keefe, GCID LOcal #299, St. Paul' Minn. The
labor." It sounds militant, but,underneath-it . you
task of th~ steering' ~rnmittee was to, organize date,
see his mouth just watering to becOme the big buplace, and agenda for' national conference in the
reaucrat hImself.
.
.
. '
, By the August meeting, other prominent "opposi- . fall.
tion" hacks had been drawn in, such. as:
--Jim Balanoff,. retired director of USWA Dis,
'
trict 31 iin Chicago;
,
So the August meeting led to the December confer',-Alice Puerala, president of Local ·65 ,USWA in'
, ence where they ~tually founded the NRAFAC. About
Chicago;
,
490. people attenaed this conference, and it was
-And from Detroit: Jim Coakley, . GeneralDynafilled with extremely militant phrases against conmics Local in Detroit; former LOC leader AI' Gardj:.
\

.
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cessions, including some stinging denunciations of
the international union misleaders. But let's look
at the actual practical· work of this conference,
what this conference actually did.
The By.i.aws of NRJ\FAC
../

'

1) First, the main thing done was to establish
tfie by-Ia:ws of the organization. ,'.

a) The by-laws restated the, statement of purpose
to the affect that they won't criticize other bureaucrats.
b) The by-laws alSo set membership. They gave
two voting delegates! for each lOCal union that ,~ffi
liates. An amendment was put up that suggested
that,: at locals which do not affiliate, the organization should give voting delegat~ .status to a rimk. and-file organization from that local and also that
unemployed groups" should get delegate status. This
amendment was vigorously opposed and defeated on ,the
,grounds that aHowing in 'the rank and flle would
bring down the ire of the international union leadership - and that you don't know, a rank;"and-file
group could be. anyone while the b'ase of NR~FAC
should really be 109al union officials. Thus the
NRAFAC decided not only to not oppOse other hacks,
but that its ,composition should be limited to local
bureaucrats. ,And NRAFAC upheld the August decision
to have ,-nothing to -do with organizing the unemployed
and the unorganized.
Workshops and Redutlons
2) There were also workshops that held discus- ,
sion, but no decisions. For example, concerning
strike strategy - there were many wild statements, '
but· the main .outcome was for corporate campaigns.
Also the auto workshop discussed preparations for
the UAW convention next year.
Note that other resolUtions, includIng on political issues like South Africa and Central America,
were barred.
'

Future Plans,
3) As' to future plans: they ,were mainly left up
to, the lead'ership. ,Only two things were clear. i)
support for Hormel through. the "adopt a family"
plan. ii) A further ,meeting of UAW locals to be
held to plan maneuvers among top bureaucrats at the
, UAW . convention. The lel;ldership has also annOunced
that it may put out a newspaper.
.
So this Is aU conference did:
,

a) it advocated, at best, a vaciflating, reform:. list opposition. to concessionsi
b) 'it established its bureaucrat compoSition;
c} and 'it decided against criticism of even the
tpp sellout bureaucrats.
Two other events at the Conference give an ide8
of thIs organization.
The Pldc.et, at tOO <lJicago Trlbune

About 300 participants from the conference went
down to the picket! line at the Chicago Tribune.
They were fairly militant with slogan shouting and
~&unting of the police. , When a· scab, truck came, 'it
.was blocked. The conference leadership called off
the blocking of the truck. But other conference
,particIpants continued to block the truck. There
was. apparently a scuffle with the police and two
participants got arrested. The conference leaders
brought in a Chicago, Tribune union hack 'to tell
I people to stop blocking trucks.
The leaders nego- .
liated' with the police~' and they got those arrested
released. The leaders called on everyone to go back
to the conference.
The Uterature, Table Incideot

The NRAFAC leadership· allowed no left literature
fables In the conference nor distribution of leaflets inside the conference hall. Distribution· took
place in the hallway outside.. The Illinois Labor
History Society (largely IWW) got permission for a
literature table, on which they displayed books on
labor history. J3ut when the NRAFAC leaders arrived,
they told them to get out; they called the police;
,and they had 'them' arrested. This took pl~ during
registration, and many conference participants
opposed this blatant suppression. The NRAFAC leaders backed down and got the illinois Labor History
Society .people released. from· the police.
These two events show soine resistance to the
leaders, , some disgruntlement with what was going on.
Qu- Party went to the meeting, although 00t as
A.mong other' things, we distriofficial delegates.
buted resolutions -- supporting strikes against
Coocessions; 'denouncing Reagan and capitalist offen.:.
sive; criticizing the uilion bureaucrats; caIling for
organizing independently of the labor bureaucracy;
calling for organizing the unorganized; and calling
for organizing . the unemployed. We could not get
these resolutions to the floor. / As well, the' Party
delegation distributed The Workers' Advocate and
made various contactS:
<>

•
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such as the trade unions, must also unite all the
workers Irrespective
na~ionality.
The struggle against racism and national oppression is an important front of struggle against the
erst movement·· as well.
bourgeoisie.
This struggle also has particular
Because the phenomenon of· nationality "organizaimportance for uniting the workers of different
. tlon "appears and reappears in the course Of the
nationalities.. ThIs struggle must be taken up' by
class struggle, and becfluse' at times it plays an
the whole working class.
The principal unitary
important role in that struggle, it is necessary to
discuss the Marxist-Leninist approach to the ques-, 'organizations of the class, in the first place the
Party,. must take an active ·part in this struggie.
tion of IJ.8tionali~y organization.
'
As well on this frOnt, just as on others, the masses
In 1979 the National Committee of the COUSML, the
. 'must be encompassed with a variety of organizational
predeceSsor of the MLP in discussing ·the cP~q,
forms 1n order to' extend the organization of the
cIuded that, ~ organizations of the workers' ,IDOVemasses 'and of the struggle as widely. as possible.
ment, including the Party i~lf, must be unitary.·
There is thus a role for anti-racist organization,
Nationality orgailization; in genera~ terms, has an
and this too. should' be unitary organization.
auxiliary role to the unItary organizations of the·
Marxism-Leninism thus lays great s~ress on the
workers' movement." A half decade of work and study
unitary organization of the wprking class, and this
since thaJ: time permit' 'us to state in somewhat
is a basic orienta.tion of tqe Marxist-Leninists at
greater depth the issues and factors at stake· in
all times.·
this· question..
.
Marxism-Leninism also teaches us the need for
It should be stated from the outset that, w~ile
sensitivity' to the' national sentiments of the opthe ideas to be presented in this speeCh do provide
pressed nationalitie.s.
The existence of national
a general orientation for this question, they. do not
divisions, above all. the existence of national opprovide a formula or ready-made solution for any
pression, tends to foster ,national sentiments among
particular: case.·
When we speak of na:tionality
the' workers of oppressed nationalities, including
organization we are speaking of a wid,e range of
national ~strust toward' the . workers of the oppres-.
different organizations, embodying v:arious social
sor· nationality. The Marxist-Leninists work conphenomena, with v8rying programs,' coming up under
stantly for. a proletarian internationalist stand
varied historical conditions, and therefox:e \ playing
among all the workers, combating both national Chaudifferent roles.
The UNIA,. the BPP, the LRBW, the
vinism among :vyqr:kers of the oppressor nationality
CPSG,' and Karenga's United Slaves (US) ·are all very
and bourgeois nationalism among the·· workers of the
different orgapizations, arid represent different
oppressed nationalities.
social phenomena.
EaCh ~ of nationality QrganiBut it thisworR is to be effective among th~
The
zation has to be examined. on its .own· merits.
workers of the oppressed nationalities, it must take
starting point ,for suCh an examination. is the questions of content, that is, what social phenomenon it
embodies and what program it carries Olit. '
. =======~===========================================
As well, since we hold that nationalityorganizaON NATIONALIT?' ORG4NIZATioN
tion should play an auxiliary rol~ to· 'that of the·
principal, unitary organIzations of the workers, . it
The Key Issues At Stake •• ~ ~ ............ ~ •• ~ ....... 17
is necessary to examine the form of nationality
Marxism-Leninism Stresses the Unitary. . Org~?a-· .
organization in eaCh. particular caSe. .. 'It is' ne6es-·
tion of the WorkiIlg Class ...................... 18
sary to look at the relationship of this form· to the
Experience in Austria and Russia •••••••••••••••••• 18
content embodied by an' organization and to determine
the role of this form. 'In short, it needs to be , ExperienCe in the U.S. in the 1960's and 70's.~ ••• 19
We· Stand for Unitary Organization of the,
seen what· it means for a particUlar phenomenon to
. 'Working Class. ~' .................................. 19
have taken on the form ofa nationality organization
Workers of All Nationalities· Must Be Mobilized
.
in its specific historical context.
'.
'
, in .the Struggle Against Racism and National
(4:>pression •••• '._ ~.~ ••• ~ •••
i9.
The Key Issues At Stake
",
Anti-tacist Organization Should Combine Workers
of All Nationalities~~ ......................... 20
Here are the basic ideas which this speech will
Nationality Organizations May Play A Progressive
deal with.
~uxl1.iary Role ••••• ;". Ii • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20
Marxism-Leninism strongly stresses the unitary
An Example from the History of the CPUSA.......... 21
organization of the working clasS.' The interests. of
T,he Reorganization of the Party ................... 21
the socIalist revolution and of the day-to-day
Issues· in Organizing the Immiit"ant Workers
.
struggle require that the 'workers of all national. . Tqday •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '•••••• 22
ities be united fn. the organizations of the working
Nationality Organization' and the Black Workers.... 22
class.
The. Party, as the class conscious organized
When Nationality 'Organization Arises Independent-·
advanged detachment of the class, must unite all the
ly of· the Party ••••••••••••••••••••••• ~'~ ••••••• 23
Marxist-Leninists irrespective of nationality. The
In . Conclusion.; ............. ; • ., •••••••••••••••••••• 24
other principal organizations' of the working \class,
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account Of their national' sentiments and not ride
roughshod over them. .It is' in this regard th~t a
possibility arises of the Marxist-Leninistsj
at '
particular times, arid in particular circumstances"
acceding to the formation of nationality organiza~ion.
This is, .in a sense, a compromise, a' compromise with, the historical conditions which give rise,
to national sentiments.
But the aim is ~ot to
maintain or reinforce division of the workers into
different nationalities by keeping' them organized
separately. Rather the ,aim is to facilitate drawing
the workers ,of oppressed r1atio~alities into the'
struggle, to be able to' bring them into. a. united
struggle, and eventually into unitary' organization
of the, class.
Now from' this it follows that the role of nationality organization must be auxiliary to that of the
role of the principal organizations of the class.
It cannot be substituted for them.
For nationality
organization to fulfill this role requires, among
other things, that it correctly' combine work against
national oppression with attention to the general
class struggle.
Whether nationality organization
can ,fulfill' this role, whether it facilitates or
hinders the drawing of w;orkers, of' an oppressed nationality into unitary struggle and the unit~ry
organizations, also depends on the particular, circumstances under which it arises, especially upon
the state and direction of motion among the masses.
Therefore whether the Marxist-Leninists agree to the
formati,on of nationality organization in any particular case depends greatly upon the particular cir"cumstat1ce~. , '
,.'
Objective factors bring nationality organizations
\nto existence independently of the views and influence of the \ Marxist-Leninists.
The MarxistLeninists may work in such organizations, just as
they work in' other mass organizations. And in this
work tl1ey will cC\mbat rE!formism and bourgeoisnationa:lism, just as they, do in other organizations.,
Politics must be put to.'th~ fore in this work.
The Marxist-Leninists luust fight for, and defend, z.
progressive program in such organizations.
In con'nection with this, the Marxist-Leninists must promote, the general class, struggle and must find concrete ways fo encourage proletarian, internationalism. The struggle against bourgeois nationalism"
and especially, tHe. fight for the' idea of unitary
organization, must be intimately linked with, and
not counterposed to, ,the fight on the questions of
program.
.
These are' the basic points which I'm going to go
on to elaborate at same length.
I

~--

-!SO

--": ~.

Marxism-Leninism Stres:!IeS
the Unitary Orgaruzation
" of the Working Class
First, Marxism-Leninism stresses the unitary
organization of' the class.
This is true in terms of
the party. .It is true in terms of the other princi,pal organizations of, the cla.ss, 'for example, the

trade unions.
In' fact, Marxism-Leninism emphasizes
extending unitary organization as far as possible y ,
in every sphere. This is necessary from the standpoint of the' social revolution, which is a unitary
'struggle of the worKing class. It is necessary even
from the standpoint of the day-to-day struggles,
because the day-to-day stI:uggle as waged by the
workers in a particular factory, or in a particular
Industry, or in· a particul at locali ty, requi res the
participation of workers of different nationalities.
The division of that struggle along nationfl,l lines
spells sure death fo!" it.
Unitary organization has another signific~nce as
well. ' The, participation of the workers of different
nationalities iq' united struggle and in unitary
organization helps to break down the national barriers which class society erects among them. It
helps to forge the unity of the class.
In the 1960's and ,1970's in the U.S. various
alternatives'· wer:e put forward to the idea of unitary
organization among the workers in' the U.S.
These
''brilli$t new ideas" prove, upon' examination, to be
the same ideas advocated in the first decade of the
twentieth century by the Austrian', Social-Democrats
and by the Bund in Russia.
Namely, this was the
Organization of the" working class along national
lines;
j

)

Experience in Austria' and Russia

In the pre-World War I ,period in Austria, where
there were several different nationalities living
interspersed with one another, the Austrian SocialDemocrats attempted to build the party, and other
organizations of the working class, along national
lilles.
Internally, the party' was divided among
national sections.
An attempt was made to do the
same thing to other working class organizations as
well. This was "not the originaf line of organization of the workers' political party, but something
introduced later, at a time when the party was
growing and becoming an important factor in the
working class, movement in Austria.
'
The results were devastating. The party, lost
many rri.em~rs, and many of the organizations around
it folded up their tents.
This was because, in
effect, the party went to the class conscious work- ~
ers and said, "Why should you, be united across
national lines? What's so wrong with petty-bourgeois nationalism?" And the workers said "Well, in
that case, w1:J.y should I be in the party, if I'm a
petty-bourgeois nationaUst?" Now this is oversimplifying it, but one important point here is that
'not only does the idea of nationality organization
come up In close connection to petty-bourgeois nationalism, but the very fact of being organized
along nationality lines - that fact itself - will
'tend to give' rise to petty-bourgeois nationalist
I

W~~.

.

In Russia the BunG advocated a separate party for
the Jewish workers. . Here too the Jewish population
was· interspersed with the Russian popUlation and the

15 Jan. 1986,
papulation af ather natianalities in the big cities.
This'raises l!n interesting qu~stian.
I~aw is any
struggle. gaing to. praceed, let alan~ haw' is the
revahitian gaing to. proceed, an the basis I af having
the warkers af different natianalities arganized
into. different parties? It means either advacating
a. sep~rate. Jewish revalutian ar arguing that same
kind af coardination between the natianalitiescan
be warked out on the basis af g9Qd will.
.

F'.xperlenCe in the U.S. 'in the 1960's
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tecto . It doesn't leadtp unity; it leads to disunity. (In p~ssing, we may note however that this
position of separate "n'ationality .Marxist-Leninist
groups" was so impractlcal that within' a ,few years
even these groups, every one of them, had withdrawn
the nationality clauses from' their organizational
rules and had opened. their doors to admissions from
. activists of other l1ationalities.. At the sa~etime,
this did not mean to an end to the promotion of,
national separatist concepts in these circles.)

and 70's

This was .~ popular theary jn the U-.S. inthe
60's and the early 70'st when "the !dea of a black
revolutian was wideSpread.
You'll all be arganized
separatelYt but samehaw yau'll be able' to caardinate. Somehow! And the ~mehaw never materializes •.
When you start this waYt you're never gaing to. have
monalithic organization. In fact you're' not going
to. make a revolution by coordination. Amang other
problems that will arise in carrying aut this plan,
divergent tendencies' are going to arise in the' dif';:
· ferent nationality. parties.
And in fact, interlaced
with those divergent tendencies, will be pettybaurgeois nationalist tendencies, because you've
· bOOn organized along natianal lines.
And the. final
thing is .you are not gaing to arganize the workers
on that basis. I mean, you can just see the basic
units in the factories - "Sorry, I can't arganize
you, , you're the wrong nationality;"
'
There was' a. further variatian af this' theary
wl¥ch arose in 1973 • .I By 1973 there was aproiiferation .of nationality' organizations in the U,S.
which
called themselves Marxist-Leninist. At' that time
you had, the Black Workers Congfel1S (BWC), which
called itself the Black ,Marxist-Leninist,s; yau had
the Puerto Rican Revoluti9nary Warkers- Organization
(PRRWO), which waS the remnants of the Young Lards,
who called rhemselves the Puerto"Rican .MarxistLeninists; you had the August Twenty-Ninth Movement
(ATM), \ which called itself the Chicana MarxistLeninists;, and yoo had. the I Wor Kuen (IWK), which
regarded itself as - the Chinese Marxist-Leninists.
And they formed a coordinating committee together
with- the Revolutionary Union (RU) to catTy an unity
negotiatioijs.
,
In this coorc:liQa.ting committee the IWK advocated,
straight, uP. that ther~ was no need to· unite the
MarxistJ.Leninists af' different nationalities in a.
single party. Meanwhile the PRRWO, BWC and, i believe, Am argued that t yes, there was need for a
united party ultimately, bu~ in order to bring that
aoou~ a long period of transitian was needed because
of ,the existence of, Ila tianal distrust; i. e., "We
don't tn,lst yal,l'." So they envisioned an entire
period leading up ,to the formation af a ,united party
and then, the socialist revolution, during which they
would perpetuate separate natianality organization
· among the Marxist-Leninists and amang the other,
-workers organizatians.
'
1bis, by. the way, . is an example of a comprom~
positian;. it's a compramise position which
reI

we

'We Stand. f~ Unitary' Organization
of 'the 'Working Class
We, ate hostile to ~ny idea -of organizing' the
Marxist-Leninists along the lines of nationality.
It is obligatory that the Marxist-Leninists, . as the
class cofisciaus vanguard of the class, should be
exemplat:Y in this regard. The party should unite
all the Marxist-Leninists irrespective of f,lationality, and within the party there should be no 80rt ,of
nl'ltianal divisions.
We similarly' reject the idea of organizing traqe
,unians along the line of ,nationality. We hold that,
on such a mass level it is necessary to unite the
,workers irrespective af nationality. Every episade'
in the his,tory of the trade unta~ movement. in the
U.S. shows that every proposal,to organize trade
unions along the line of. nationality is doomed to'
failure, that any division of the workers along
national lines siJ;nply leads. to playing off one section against another •
Historically separate nationality trade' unions
have come up bhi~fly under two circumstances~
Firstly and' mainly, they arose with racism.' with
the organizatian. of segregated locals for the black
In that case .the
and Mexican nationality, workers.
MarXist-Leninist position was very simple., The
Marxist-Leninist's. fought ... against segregation and
demanded .. uni tary . trade unions.
Where' they lost
those fights, the Marxist-Leninists went ahead to
form separate uriion ,iocals of the oppressed nationalities, but 'only to ensure that the nationality'
workers w~re organized anQ cotiIdcontinue to fight
even· mare forcefully! for unitary unions.
.
The other main' circumstance under which this idea
-has come up with any sort of relevance is in certain
very limited cases in tpe 1960s When a tendency
emerged towards black syndicalism. That' phenomenon
I'll go. into later in-, this speech..
.
So the first point is that the revolutionary
struggle of the praletariat, the interests of
Socialism, the interests of ,the day-to-day struggle,
require unitary organization of the working class.

Worlrers

of' All .Na1;bmUtles 'Must Be Mlbllized

in the Struggl~ Against
Racism and Natiooal q.p:esston
\

The second point is that me anti-ra«ist

~le

mustal80 be, a .united struggle.
We ~ do not' agree 'that the struggle ~ainst racism

<~
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and national oppression is a struggle simply for, or
takes' a great stretching of 'the facts to portray Ron
mainly for, the workers of the oppressed national..:.
So
Kareng'a'!; US as an anti-racist organization.
ities, even if at certain times in history that is
anti-racist organization and nationality organizamainly who was engaged in that struggle., When the
tion are two distinct categories.
workers from oppressed nationalities fight r~cism
For the anti-racist struggle, we want to work for
they are ,carrying with them the interests of the
two things.
,
whole working class.' And experience has shown that
Firstly,' we want the unitary organizatIons of the
whenever the anti-racist struggle has taken place
'class' to, take part in the anti-racist struggle.
over a 'period of time in a big way it has not i been' . Above alI, the Party must play an active role in
,fought by the oppressed nationalities alone. ,
'
this struggle. . And we also work to encourage, other
From the standpoint of the socialist revolution;
organizations of the workers, including the trade
the anti-racist struggle is a matter of concern to
unions, to participate in the anti-racist struggle.
the entire working class. The anti-racist struggle
In reality this is a serious problem since the trade
is a fr:ont of struggle against the bourgeoisie. As
unions are dominated, by the aristocracy of labor and
well, the anti-racist movement has particular signiare imbued with all of the consequent filth and
ficance for uniting the workers of differeht, nationcorruption. Part of the fight against the torrupt
alities. The participation of the workers of difunion 'bureaucracy is to expose its betrayal of the
ferent nationalities in united struggle against
oppressed nationalities ,and to rally the rank-andracism is one of the most powerful factors possible
file workers to the anti-racist struggle.
for overcoming national distrust and bringing about·
Secondly) 'Marxist-Leninists also favor the develunity of the workers of different natioI\alities. 'In
opment, given 'COnditions which make this possible,
point of fact, any development of the anti-racist
of unitary antI-racist organization -- organization,
struggle, even at a time when the anti-racist strugon the front of the anti-racist struggle, that is
gle is mainly being carried by oppressed nationalI1nitaryin composition. . This gives another means ,of
ities themselves, is a favor'able factor for' the
drawing masses into the struggle and organizing
unity of the working class.
them.
Anti'-rncist Q:ganization Should Combine' WOrters
of All Nationalities

Nationality Q:ganizatioos May Play A Progressive
Auxiliary Role

Now the general Marxist-Leninist' approach to the
Another point' must 'be made.
Cl>jective factors
question of organizing the class includes, as
of
gIve rise 'to the formation' of nationality organizaits points, the i<:iea of embracing the class with
tions. Thyre are reasons why. they keep showihg, up
on 'the stage 'of history.
'
various forms of mass organizatjon, with a variety
of Jdifferent 9rganization, in _order to extend the
The existence of national divisions, due to
organization of the class as fat. as possible. This
differences in language, culture and so forth are a
includes building up organizations o,n different
factor in this. But a hundred tiines more important
fronts of the mass struggle, and the anti..:racist
is the 'fact that, in class society, the existence o~
struggle is one such front.
We 'hold that ariti- ,different nationalities, means the existence of na'::'
tionaloppression, ' including the specially heavy
racist organization too should be unitary organization; that even if at a kiven' time it is 'largely the ' exploitation of the workers of the oppressed
national minority workers who are carrying the antinationalities~ , 'the chauvinist attacks and radsm
racist fight it is still by'far preferable to build
agaipst them, and segregation,' including their exunitary anti-racist ,organization, and to fight' for , dusion from 'commOn organizations. And the weight
the mobilization" of the 'white 'workers into it. '
of that oppression is an important factor'in the
coming into being of nationality organizations. . '
This raises a very imp6rtantpoint, namely, that
anti-racist organization and nationality' organizaAnother factor, is the flaring up of deep-felt
tion are two' different categories.· Anti-racist
national sentiments among the oppressed nationq.lorganization is organization for' 'the anti-racist
ities, especially at times of upsurge in the strugstruggle. It maybe unitary organization or it may
gleagainst national oppression.
,
Another factor still:
be nationality organization. Nationality organizathe, attempts of the bourtion in thEl narrowest sense of the word is simply
geoisie, and' those petty bourgeoisie aspiring' to be
bourgeois, of' the' ,nationalities to organize the
any organization composed of a pal"tictilar oppressed
masses of those, nationalities under their banner.,'
'nationali ty.
All . of these factors can give rise at times to
In point of fact natiotn:tlity organization mayor
may not be anti-racist. There are examples of all'the formation of nationality yrganization, especialblack organizations whose programs have revolved
(V' when, the general proletarian' movement is w~ or
around the anti-racist'struggle, but not necessarily
under chauvinist or 'social-chauvinist influence.
from a consistent point of view;~of those who com-' Nationality organization can at ,times play a progressiverole auxiliary to that of ,the unitary orbine the anti-racist struggle with various bFher
'ganization of the working class. This is possible
things; and of those whose 'whole point is to detract
from the anti-racist struggle. ,'For example, it 'given 'a, ,number of" SpeCific conditions.

one
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. tioriality.
The foreign language press -- at this time 'the
party had newspapers in some 19 different languages
I would, like to go into an example which shows
-- was preserved.
eut these papers were oriented
both the limitations of nationality organization and
towar~ giving gr~ater /weight to the class. struggle
the possibility for it to play a progressive role. '
in the U.S. Prior to this time the different papers
. At the time of the founding of the Communist
showed a great unevenness in their coverage of' the
Party U.S.A. the majority of its membership was
U.S.
workers stnIggle.
.
, .
immigrant workers organized into separate' language
The' former language federation branches were not
federations.
This was a heritage from the old
Sodalist Party.
In the Socialist Party the im- . dissolved. They were no longer to' be basic organizations of the' party~ Instead they were reconmigrant workers were mainly organized along natstructed as work~rs' clubs, admitting to membership
ionality lines into autonomous federations. . This
not only party members, but· also nonparty workers of
was a product to a small extent of the real existing
the same nationality who occepted the platform of
divisions, the fact that immigrants came here speakthe class struggle.
ing different languages, living 'initially in 'communSo what we see, oore is two things.
ities mainly of their own nationality, and working
. First, the language federations, . as basic organin work places or sections of work places consisting
'izations of the party, played a limiting role. They
mainly of their own nationality, being unfamiliar
t~nded to hold back the party members organized into
with the specific features of the overall class
them from participating in the mainstream of· the
struggle in the U.S. arid, so forth.
party's work in the working class, from actively
However, the creation of these autonomous natidnbeIng involved in those politics.
There were liter-·'
alityorganizations had much more to do with the'
ally cases where in a given work place there would
fact that the leadership of the, '·Socialist Party was
be th~ different party members,' each belongIng to
disinterested in organizing the immigrant workers.
three different language federations, and no party
The earliest of the language federations, such as
work in the workploce. Therefore it was necessary
the Italian federation, were actually organized
to reorganize the party' along unitary lines.
independently of the Socjalist Party because it was
The reorganization of the party along unitary
simply not organizing the immigrants' in quite a few
lines was an important step in the· Bolshevization of
places. As a consequence, when the immigrant workthe party, and in drawing the whole party membership
ers came to socialism, as a great many of them did,
into the. mainstream of the party work~
they were organized separately, irit,o autonomous
. Second, however, the fact remained ,that there
federations within the party.
.were millionS. of immigrant workers, a ·large number
The question of how tQ deal .with the languag~
of whom . were Still fluent primarily in their native
_ -federations was a matter of debate for years in the
Communist Party~ In theear:Uest years it was a ,tongues, a large number of whom were more oriented
still to the class ,struggle in the homeland than in
matter of debate between [the two parties that were
the U.S. ~oreover the practical fact of the matter
originally formed before the communistS united into
reinained that. the language federations had not only
a single party] the Communist Party and the Commuhhad as their. membership the party members; 'they also
, ist Labor Party. Later the debate took place within
had a rert~n following in the communities. Therethe united party over' such questions as ·defining the
fore two things were done.
degree of autonomy of the federations, . defining
First, reorganization of th~ party itself along'
their relationship to the party, and so forth. . Ulunitary lines.'
timately the debate turned to the question. of the
Second,. the preservation of certain forms of work
existence of the language federati,ons.
.
The foreign language press
along nationaUty lines.
'was continued but. a greater emphaSis was given to
the class struggle In the U.S. And the basis of the'
The Reocganization of the Party
foreign language workers.'. clubs, according to the
1925 convention, was to be the platform of class
In 1925 the Fo~rth Convention of the Workers'
Communist . Party decided to abolish the ppsition, of
struggle. fu other words these were ways and means
to draw the immigrant workers into. the class strugthe language federations as ba,sic organizations of
,
the party.
It held that, lI'fhe foreign 18.nguage. . gle in the U.S.
''1:he results, the ways in which this was' carried
br8nch tends greatly to isolate the activity of the
out, were not perfect. 'There were many problerrts in
party members bekq;ng to them into the dJannel of
actually reorganIzing the party along unitary lines.
propaganda only among workerS, of their own. nationalAnd there were also numbers of problems with the
ity, and to deflect them away from active particlpaforeign language press and with the foreign language
tion in the general class struggle.· Therefore, the
workers' clubs, . which often became new forms· for the
foreign language branches were no longer to' be basic
old bad habits.
.
organizations of the party. . And all the party memBut the reorganization did bring thousands of
bers were to be, organized into basic organizatIon i in
former, language federation members into the mainthe factories or into basic organization based in
stream .of party work, many of whom subsequently made
the neighborhoods but not' based upon lines of naAn &ample from the HiStory of the CPU5A
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important contributions in the partY)'s work, in auto,
The first is the example' of the Caribbean Pro:"
in steel, among the ironworkers~' and in a whole
gressive, Study Group. One of the ,key points to the
. series of other industries.,
historical· development of the CPSG is that it did
And the foreign language forms which were' pre- . take up,. . encouraged by the work of the Party, an
orientation toward.the class struggle in the U.S.
served did to some extent help to further dr/iw
immigrant workers into the mainstream of the ,class
In ,fact the development and consolidation ·of the
CPSG on a pro~ive basis hinged upon this. The
str!lggle.
orienting of the CPSG towards the class struggle in'
To ' sum ' up, the foreign' language federations, ' as
the U.S. ' had a tremendous impact on its orientation i
tl1'ey were originally constituted, came into extistence in part becaUse, of the objective factor of the
toward the anti-racist struggle, toward other issues
in the West Indian community, and toward its ap'existence of millions upon millions of, immigrant
workers with different languages, who, were not ,yet
,proach to building up the solidarity' movement.
well oriented in the class struggle in, the U.S. and'
[Here the speech went on to discuss a negative
so forth. But, more importantly, they came into
example from the' work of an organization in another
immigrant community in the U.S. This organization
existence because of the' social-chauvinism of the
held that the immigrant community should orient
leaders of the SP.
itself exclusively. with respect to the struggJe in The language federations in content were quite
the homeland. and slJ,ould build branches of the, party
progressive. They, were formed by immigrant workers
who wanted to become communists and to make Social:'"
in the. homeland.
Although it briefly claimed to be
ist revolution in the U.S. But the form of nationconcerned with the revolutionary movement in the
ality organization liniited them. ,It cut, against' the
U,S., to' want to take part in building a party in
the U.S. and even to accept, the three-point orientacommunist sentiment.
It a6~ual1y held back its
tion set forward by' our Party for work in the immimembership from these aspirations. Therefore it was
grant communities, . in fact it failed to orient itreplaced with t;he reorganization of the party along
'unitary lines. There conti:p.ued, however, to be a
self to the class struggle in the U.S. This was one
role for some type of formll 'to 'draw immigrant work",:
of the tnain factor~ resulting in its inability to
build solid organization or to sustain serious revoers into.. the generaJ c1!3SS struggle. And the forms
,lutionaly work. ,Failure to regard itself as part of
which were used were nationality forms.
the general revolutionary . Ipov~ment in the U.S. and
This example provides an indication of the idea
to take up, the tasks of party-building in the U.S.,
of a nationality organization ,which has an' auxiliary
far from· increasIng the ,support this organization
role to that of the main organizations of the workwas. able to. reQder' to the:. struggle in the homeland,
'ing class.
helped lead to" the collapse. of all its work.J
So these are examples of the question. of nationSome Issues· in ~
ality, organization, examples involving immigrants.
the Irninigrant Wcners Today
I

I

-,

'

In organizing the immigran,t workers today we
continue to face a number of the same qu~tions as
the language federations faced earlier. ,I And it is
essential to find the way to draw the immigrant
workers into the general class struggle here in the
U.S.
Historically our Party has followed ari ~iltial
ly three-point orientation in its work among the
immigrants. Although this has been formulated in
various ways, ,it comes down to the following.
rIrSt. solidarity with the struggle in the bomE:laod.
Semnd, advaocing the fight' of· the iQunjgrant workers
against the discrlDlination and other 'oppression
which they face. ,Am ~ tbeir participatioo In
the class struggle In the U.S.
This orientation turns out to be close in spirit
tit> the orientation followed in the foreign language
work in the 1920's. This' is the conte!lt of. the
work. The form for this work may or may not' be
nation~1ity organization.
In the. case where, it
takes the form of nationality organization the work
to orient the immigrants toward the class struggle
in the U.S. become~ all the more important to
ensure that the organization actually plays. a progressive role. In our recent experience. we find two
contrasting examples on thls question •

• c'.

NatioJJa1lty ~onand the Black Worker.s
. I would J~ke. ~o turn. to another case ,- the
question of. the development. of nationality organization among· ,the black· workers. This was a very
. strong phenomenon in. tJ:ie l~te 1960's. •
During the mid and late 1960's there was a tremendous OQtpouring of s,truggle by the black people,
and, as well, there was an outpouring of .strong ,
national sentiment. One of. the results of this was
the formation, of nationality organizations.
Not '
only' did such organizations flourish at that time,
but .it was widely regarded as a principle that
blacks should organize, themselves separately, based
on ,ideas' that tended in general to negate the existence 'of tqe' working class and in particular to
negate the. existence of class divisions a:qlong
blacks.
_
In the 1960's the formation of black nationality
organization .was· .directly tied to the upsUl'ge in
national sentiments. I mean it was not a case of
black people arriving 'here within the past genera·tion., There is not a significant language barrier.
And in fact, the black workers in many cases tend to
be very much in the heart of 'the working class.
Thus this is not quite the same question that we
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often face with the immigrant wbrkers.
Moreover, the launching of, all-black organization
was 'associated not only with the upsurge bf black
stritggle and the sentiments which it unleashed, but
also with attempts of the black bourgeeisieand
aspiring petty bourgeoisie to 'organize the masses
under their leadership, as a means of developing
their political and economic ,strength~ In fact, in '
the history of the struggle, prior to the 1960's,
aIl~black . organization was an unusual phenomenon,
usually a direct product of Jim Crow. ' There was!
actually a str(mg line among blacks against all
black organization.
During the late 1960's and early 1970's there was
tremendous mass sentiment for forming nationality
organizations.
Since that time, this tremendous
sentiment no longer exists in ·the same way. But it
does still exist·as a norm. There are various types
, of black organization around. And, it is I19wa basic
point of black bourgeois politics that you should
have black organization of all' types. ' For example,'
the Family Leadership Plan of the Black Congressional Caucus hinges upon. the· idea of having black
churches, black educational or'ganizations 'in
schools, black political organization,
all-black
,'
orga.nization in every sphere, of 'life.'
We have discussed, in fact \Ve . have discussed
repeatedly. the, theoretical e,<Juestion of" whether~ , ,itl
a, time of upsurge of national' sentiment,' the ,MarXist-Leninists, might lat1l1ch all-black-' organization?
If the ,situation' was 'such that the' national sentiments' and the national' distrust, were" so' ·strong ,that
your choiCe 'was '.toha've unit.,ary' organization ',in, name
, whiCh, included no blacks, or to "actually, by' compro_ mising 6n this point, be able to mobilize, and organize a section of the black workers, and through
careful work and experience, Win them over to proletarian l,nternationalist stands, to the ideas of,
united organization and ,a united' 'struggle ~':' the
answer is maybe. A defjhite mayDe. ' But ,in' general
our' slant is 'against ,forming sepa:rate,black organization and toward building unitary' brganization~,,! '
Unfortunately, the P'arty ,didil't exist in the
1960's alld it is difficult to 'engage' in historica:!
hindsight on what' we would havedOile back then. But
it would -seem, since- the orientation' of 'the MartistLE~ninists is toward unitary organization, we, would
strive with might and main to develop unitary' prgari"
ization., If this were not possible, 'if for instance
during the wildcat movements' in the late '60's ·it .
was not possible' to' develop unitary organization
among the workers, . the , Party 'would then be 'faCed
with a tactical Choice. We would have to decide if
we ,should take a loss in influence at that time: and
to work for further, development. of the movement
whiCh woUld win a section of the workers over to
unitary organization, or if 'we should take thest~
of developing some, type of nationality organiiation
with the aim of facilitating bringing the more conSci01,lS section of the workers to conclusions ~n
favor of unitary organization.
'
This hypothetical example shows quite' ciearly

that what we are -talking about is something along
the lines 'of _a compromise. And the complexity of
the question larg~ly centers around this. Whether
such a co!TIpromise is a good compromise or:a bad one
hinges both on the- conditions under whiCh it is made
and on the' content 'of the program and work of suCh
an organization.
'
If the formatiQn of a black organization is a
means by whiCh you're able to draw workers, who
might otherwise be abandoned, into .,struggle and
toward,the idea of united struggle and unitary organization, then it may oe a positive step and a
,compromise worth taking. If it is a compromise
whiCh 'sets back the motion of the workers to'wards
unitary struggle and organization, whiCh in some way
limits ot, hinders that motion, then it' is a bad
compromise. ,
'
With regard to the content, one essential issue
is to orient the organization toward the general
class struggle~
. '
,',
, Another basic' issue is that nationality organizatidn cannot be substituted for the unitary organiza,tion of the Class. It must exist s.ide by side with
unitary organization. '
. '
,
Still ano~her basic, issue is that it is obligatory for the' Marxist-Leninists, under any conditionS', to work for .proletarian internationalism, and
to find the ways' and means of doing so. In fact to
enter 'into ~cha compromise' has to rqean that you
are creating, a ,field in whiCh, you are going to carry
'out work for proletarian internationalism arid not
that suCh work is allowed to go by the boards ~
cailse, you've formed nationality organization.
These are'some of -the ,baSic issues at stake.

, When NlJtiooaIlty Q-ganization Arises
,

IndependentlY
.•

,j

of the Party

.. ' , In· fact, ' most nationality organizations arise
independently' of the influence of the Party.· And
lhis 'will tend to 'conti:ilUe to be the case. 'Therefore our tactks in this situation become very im·portant.
., ,
'
:'Our tactks in this work are closely linked to
how we evaluate SUCh- orgahizations. The point whiCh
must ,be ·st~ed here' is the' point of content. The
Marxist-Leninists, if they hav"e the ability to do
so, will work in a 'wide' variety of different 'organi-zatioris,butwe distinguish among them.
If our
'Party had 500,000 members, we might have work in the
?fA's. But we also Consider the difference between
the ?fAs anci, for example, the League of Revolutionary Black WorkerS.
'
\
In eValuating an drganlzatiorl' we look, 'in the
firSt place, at what 'social phenomenon it embodies.
This was very clear1y 1:Iighlighted in the earlier
speech at this Conference.on the League of Revolutionary Black Workers. At a certain time in the
1960's you had the emergence of.a black workers'
movement 'which, had irii'portant revolutionary featurea
as well as certain' backward features.
TIle League
was Significant because it embodied a section of
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this' black workers'inovement,' evehthough it intering the white workers to ignore' the picket Une and
laced the black workers with petty bourgeois nation-go in to work when you are trying to, win a wildcat
alists. This example shows some~hing of the impor.,.
strike. " A very' concrete question.
tanee· of judging the social phenomena tha,t an organIt is' generally the case in oilr work in mass
ization represents~.
'
organizations that we put the fight over the politiThe question of w;hat program an organization
And it is
cal issues of the day in' tbe center.
carries out is also important. 'If the Party',s, inprobably true that mbst often in a progressive nafluence is predominant in the formation of organizationally-exclusive organization we would not necestion, there will be a Close correllitionbetween the
sarily put our disagreements with its composition in.,
social Jitenolllenon it repreSents' and its program. If
the fore. But this should not be taken as an absoyou look, on the other hand, at the example ·of the
lute. There are indeed occasions where we may want
League, ' you find that the l League's program embodied
to 'wage a sharp fight against an organization limitboth various of the demands of the black workers
ing its composition along national lines. This may
(not always expressed in' the best way or in the best
came up, for example, when an organization is just
direction) and various, d~mands of the bl~ck bourbeing initiated.
And in those Instances there could
geoisie.
,
'
_' ,
'
very well' be situations where it may even be relaYou also have to look at th~, political trends
tively eallY to win such a fight, such as when the
which exist in an organization, 'and particularly
idea for a nationally exclusive composition may be
those which dominate it. And you do have to look at
embraced' less by determined moiee than by a somethe question of it' being nationality organization.
what unthinking going along with the prevalent
Let us consider what: tactics we. might have folnorms. ,Of course, in- all circumstances our tactics
low~ towards the League. ' Here we have an organizawould be ,determined by analYSis of the particular
tion of black workers which are headed in arevoluconditions.
tionary direction~ \ At -the same time it is dominated
by petty bourgeois nationalists.
Although the Party
In Conclusion
would not have agreed that the League should have"
excluded, .other nationalities and would have prefer- '
To cOnclude, I would like to return to the beginred that' it was an organization of all militant
ning.
•
workers, there is, a good chance we would have de-'
The first point is that Marxist-Leninism strongly
cided to work in it. In such work we' probably would
stresses the unitary organization of the workers,
not have begun by' fighting on the national' compOSiand this is our basic orjentation.
'
tion of the organization. 'Instead we would ,probably
. Second, ,Marxism-Leninism also teaches us to take
have s~ressed the question. of' politics, of leading
into account the national sentiments of the workers
the workers forward in the struggles they were wagof the oppressed nationalities; this does not mean
ing and fighting for' a revolutionary' stand on the
to conciliate' petty-bourgeois nationalism, but it is multitude of questions that 'confronted ~he League
necessary to understand why such phenomena as namembers daily. On this basis we would havedevel:~ional distrust arises, and to find concrete ways to
oped the struggle against the reformism and petty
overcome them.
'
bourgeois nationalism manifested among the leader-'
It is in. this context that the possibility of our
,
ship. ' \ '
acceding 'to the formation of nationality organizaIf' comrades recall some of the particulars from
tion arises. It arises in a sense as a compromise.
the talk on the. League, every day in tlie life. of the
It should not be a substitute for unitary organiza- ,
League there were issues as to what direction the
tion of the class, but a means under very particular
organiztion would take, what stand to take and so
circumstances for drawing the workers of an, oppressforth. And it is precisely, these fronts which would
ed nationality into struggle, for creating condihave to be put in the fore in work inside the League
tions for them to take up the general orientation
and where an effective fight could take place with
toward the classstrf,lggle and proletarian internathe iIJ.Consistency, and reformIsm of the leadership of
tionalism, and for briilging them to conclusions for
the League. One of these, fronts, was the question of
a united struggle and also for unitary organization.
the- mobiI.ization of the ~ white workers into the
In most cases we will be dealing with nationality
'League.
But such a question should generally have
orgarnzations which the Party has not launched and
been dealt with in cloSe connection with the other
in which the Party does not have predominant in. questions of politi<;al direction of the League, in
fluence. . Nevertheless, it is necessary to work to
close connection with accomplishing t~ revolutionimplement the above orientation. One must find
ar:y objectives of therarik-and-fUe of the League.
concrete'Y'ays of ,approaching activists, issues· 'that
This would have been the Vfay to develop the struggle
are comprehensible to the activists, to show the
for Marxism-Leninism among the League' membership.
need for' an orientation towards the Glass struggle
Either 'one walks into' a League meeting and says
and for proletarian 'internationalism, and this gen"What's wrong with you, damn petty-pourgeois nationerally involves putting the questions of overall
Mists", or one fights on \ the question ,of how the
p'olitics to the fore.
"
League was going to organize and lead the struggles
These are the basiC points which we wanted to
it was in, such as "Why in hell is the League ' tellstress on this front.
<~

